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Keramag’s corporate philosophy is as simple as it is basic: ‘We create lasting values’. This stands for design, quality 
and power of innovation that appeals over the long term. It also stands for responsible interaction with people and our 
environment. Last, but not least, it stands for a future which we all want to live in. 

Keramag.
The security of lasting values. 

Brand quality
This claim of lasting values has a long 
tradition. Keramag has enjoyed a great 
deal of success for over 100 years. 
The quality of the brand is evident in 
its products – in their sophisticated 
design, perfection right down to the 
fi nest detail, future-oriented technol-
ogy, high level of comfort and long-
lasting reliability. The bathroom and 
guest WC series and bathroom furni-
ture programmes by Keramag are 
perfectly tailored to the people who 
use them, including the exclusive 
concepts for upmarket requirements. 
See for yourself by visiting your local 
dealer’s showroom or the Keramag 
showrooms in Ratingen and Haldens-
leben.
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Quality of life
Keramag’s environmental commitment 
sends clear signals in terms of the pro-
t ection of resources and responsibility 
towards the environment. The water-
saving, value-retaining product devel-
opments set new benchmarks for the 
market time and again. Advanced 
product techniques guarantee the 
high quality of products and reduce 
water and energy consumption, as 
well as emissions. Keramag is also a 
member of associations such as the 
German Sustainable Building Council 
(DGNB) and the ‘Blue Responsibility’ 
initiative. For an improved quality of 
life which we can enjoy with a clear 
conscience insofar as future gener-
ations are concerned. 

Trust
The best proof of the quality that is 
promised by these lasting values and 
consistently implemented by the com-
pany is the great trust that the market 
places in Keramag. Keramag is one 
of the leading German manufacturers 
of high-quality sanitary ceramics and 
is a member of the high-performing 
international Sanitec Corporation. 
A strong brand for people who want 
to know that they can rely on brand 
quality.
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i b i l i t y

 We create lasting values
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The feeling of being responsible for something is what encourages us to take a closer look at things, question them 
and want to improve them. After all, responsibility goes beyond our own sense of well-being. For Keramag it means 
being completely committed, thinking ahead and fi nding solutions that will still endure in the future, as well as 
guarantee a high quality of life. ‘We create lasting values’ is the core concept of the company’s philosophy. This 
is a concept that Keramag successfully realises in its responsible interactions with customers, products, employees 
and the environment. 

Keramag acts responsibly towards 
humans and nature.

Customers and performance
In order to meet your wishes, needs 
and requirements in every respect, 
Keramag continuously optimises the 
performance of the company. Each 
product development is subject to in-
tensive market and product research. 
Experienced and committed trend 
researchers and designers ensure that 
there is a constant stream of technical 
innovations. Keramag also places 
emphasis on a consistent and high 
level of quality. After all, your satis-
faction is the best proof that the com-
pany is performing strongly.

For Keramag, taking responsibility seriously means actively shaping our 
quality of life and being committed to a future with values that you can 
rely on at all times. 
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Products and quality 
First-class design, long-lasting prod-
ucts and fl awless technology – 
these are the characteristics you can 
rely on with Keramag. In terms of 
quality, the company has always 
acted responsibility. Keramag was 
the fi rst European manufacturer of 
bathroom ceramics to be certifi ed 
according to the international quali ty 
norm DIN EN ISO 9001 for its 
excellent quality control. 

The perfect interaction of looks and 
functionality mean that these quality 
standards are clearly evident in the 
design of the company‘s products. 
Thanks to fi rst-rate materials, Keramag 
products are incredibly long-lasting, 
hard-wearing, extremely hygienic and 
easy to clean. 
•  Highly resistant sanitary ceramics
•  KeraTect® special glaze with 

30-year guarantee 
•  Extremely robust and easy-to-clean 

Varicor®

•  High-quality sanitary acrylic with 
high impact and wear resistance

For more information about materials, 
see page 126.

Extremely comprehensive function 
tests, load-bearing tests, digital 
measurements, TÜV-approved 
safety standards and strict in-house 
quality control guarantee that 
Keramag products are technically 
reliable, comfortable to use and 
future-proof. 

Employees and expertise
Committed, expert employees should 
not be taken for granted. This is why 
Keramag promotes qualifi cations and 
boosts the motivation of its specialist 
staff by providing an optimal working 
environment, skills training in particu-
lar specialist areas and targeted 
training of new talent. 
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When do you say you’ve done enough to make sure that you have a positive effect on the environment? If you’re 
Keramag, never. After all, what we do today will infl uence how we live our lives tomorrow. For Keramag, that means 
acting with intelligence and for the long term by recognising its responsibility towards future generations, driving 
innovations forwards and actively protecting the environment. Sustainability is of central importance to Keramag.

Keramag products protect the 
environment
63% of our drinking water is used in 
the bathroom, 27% for toilet fl ushing 
alone. Water-saving measures and 
effi cient technology can reduce over-
all consumption by up to 30%. 

Toilet fl ushing – 33 l  

27% 

Laundry – 15 l  

12% 

Bathing / showering / 
body care – 43 l  

36% 

Proportion of 
small businesses – 11 l  

9% 

Food and drink – 5 l  

4% 
Washing dishes – 7 l  

6% 

Room cleaning / car washing / 
garden – 7 l  

6% 

Drinking-water consumption in households 2011 / Source: BDEW Bundesverband der Energie- 
und Wasserwirtschaft e.V. from 12/12/12

•  •  Sanitary ceramic by Keramag 
can be recycled (Page 126)

•  Rimfree WCs reduce the need 
for cleaning materials because dirt 
cannot collect unseen.

•   In comparison to standard 6 l 
WCs, the 4.5 l WCs save water 
with every fl ush, regardless 
of user behaviour. Calculate 
your potential water savings at 
www.keramag.com.

 

 

•  Cisterns with integrated dual fl ush 
consume just 3 litres of water for 
each short fl ush.

•  Thanks to the continuous develop-
ment of the moulded waste suction 
and fl ush system, Keramag urinals 
can be fl ushed with 0.5 to 2 litres 
of water. For commercial and 
business use, Keramag even offers 
two fully waterless urinals – with 
optimal hygiene results. 

•  The innovative KeraTect® glaze 
saves cleaning materials – for the 
whole life of the ceramic (Page 78)

The environment and the future.
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We can infl uence today how well we live tomorrow. This is why Keramag 
invests in product developments, production processes and concepts which 
implement sustainability concepts in a consistent way. 

Optimised production processes 
improve quality of life
•  As early as 1994, Keramag was 

the fi rst company in the sanitary 
ceramic industry to be awarded 
the environmental-management 
certifi cate for particularly energy-
saving and environmentally 
friendly production processes.

•  The Haldensleben and Wesel fac-
tories use considerably less water 
thanks to improved treatment and 
sieving techniques, fresh-water 
recycling and sensitive interaction 
with these valuable resources.

•  Thanks to effi cient waste-gas 
usage, energy consumption has 
been considerably reduced. 

•  Thanks to advanced fl ue gas clean-
ing plants, the emissions measure-
ments from our production ovens 
are well below the required limits.

 
•  A ship instead of several lorries – 

raw materials supplied by ship 
considerably reduce the impact on 
the environment.

Keramag is committed 
•  Keramag is a member of the 

DGNB, the German Association for 
Sustainable Construction, and is 
thus actively involved in developing 
advanced environmental concepts 
to create living spaces that are worth 
living in.

•  As a partner in the Blue Responsibil-
ity initiative, Keramag works with 
other leading companies in the Ger-
man ceramics industry to encourage 
the responsible use of water.

•  Transport packaging is systemati-
cally recycled. This meant that 
in 2011, Keramag saved 858.78 
tonnes of greenhouse gases, the 
equivalent of the average yearly 
CO2 emissions produced by 414 
cars.

•  For its printed materials, Keramag 
places great importance on working 
with FSC-certifi ed partners, who are 
committed to sustainable forestry and 
responsible interaction with wood.

•  Keramag also works exclusively 
with printers who work in accord-
ance with the newest carbon-
neutral certifi cation standards for 
printed materials and therefore 
actively contribute to a reduction 
in emissions. 
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Preciosa

Commitment to clear lines.
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Perfect for yesterday, today and tomorrow. A real 
design classic. Preciosa – for clearly designed archi-
tecture that meets the highest standards.
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Preciosa
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Preciosa
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Hope by Luceplan
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Over time, our values and ways of looking at things change, and new trends 
come into being. Some of these are short-lived, others become a part of our 
lives and we end up taking them for granted. Experienced trend researchers 
have long supported the modern product development process. Based on syste-
matic market research surveys, they pick out the colours, styles and atmospheres 
that will be in demand on the market for a long time to come. This then forms 
a sound basis for bathroom designs that will be regarded as dream bathrooms 
both now and in the future.

What do we dream about today, 
what will inspire us tomorrow? 

Colour:
This way to greater zest for 
life and naturalness.
The desire to bring more joy into 
our lives can be met by using the 
colours yellow, orange, red, pink, 
taupe and the various shades of 
green and blue on our own four 
walls. By mixing these colours with 
white, grey or black, they are given 
a calmness that is ideal for the 
bathroom. They are thus ideal for 
use on walls and in bathroom furni-
ture. Our yearning for authenticity 
and naturalness is refl ected in the 
use of colours we recognise from 
nature. Green and blue shades are 
completely on trend in this respect. 
In the bathroom, we continue this 
feeling of being close to nature 
by adding plants, accessories or by 
incorporating a single tiled wall 
with green tiles. 

Material:
Natural and well-known.
The growing awareness of nature 
and the environment is refl ected in 
the materials we use in our living 
spaces. As a warm, natural mate-
rial, wood brings this trend into the 
bathroom, as does natural stone – 
from the bathroom furniture with 
real wood veneer to the tiles in a 
wood and natural stone look. Walls 
and fl oors have natural-looking 
irregularities and can be decorated 
with metallic effects, giving them an 
authentic elegant air of naturalness. 
Old fl oor designs and mosaics with 
historical-looking patterns bring a 
touch of the past into the bathroom. 
The white high gloss tiles that typi-
cally used to be used in underground 
stations are experiencing a come-
back, as is aluminium and the whole 
range of applications it can be used 
for.
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Light:
Is becoming ever more 
important.
Light has grown tremendously in 
importance as a design element. It is 
used in a targeted way to liven rooms 
up and make them look bigger, as 
well as make products, ceilings and 
walls look as though they’re fl oating 
as if by magic. Greater emphasis is 
also being placed on the colour of 
the lighting. After all, we react to 
light. Warm light exudes cosiness, 
while cold light wakes us up. Lighting 
concepts are thus becoming ever 
more versatile. And in the future, we 
will be able to choose the colour of 
our lighting according to our mood. 

Space:
Retro-style cosiness. 
Typical items from living rooms, 
such as armchairs and bookshelves, 
are becoming as commonplace in 
bathrooms as bathtubs, wash basins 
and make-up areas. You want to 
spend time and relax in a bathroom – 
with all the comforts you need. 
Bathroom furniture as a sideboard, 
a fi replace for perfect moments 
of relaxation and chandeliers that 
are reminiscent of a bygone age 
complement the overall image. Retro 
is on trend, especially in terms of 
product shapes, patterns and in the 
design of the room itself. This trend 
is inspired by the past - for a new 
yet old feeling of honesty, wellness 
and comfort with a touch of luxury.

Trend watching today tells us about the bath-
rooms we will feel good in tomorrow.
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Regardless of the trends you follow, your dream bathroom needs a harmo-
nious concept. It should inspire you for a long time to come and meet your 
ideas of cosiness, fascination and comfort in every respect. Optimised 
for the space. And complemented by fantastic ideas that mean you will love 
your bathroom for years and years. The solution lies in methodical bath-
room planning and applying today’s possibilities in a skilled way to suit 
the respec tive room and its users.
 

Make your dream of a uniquely 
beautiful bathroom come true.

Prerequisites, preferences, 
wishes – this list will create 
clarity for your plans:
• Size and fl oor plan of room
•  How many people of what ages 

use the bathroom?
•  Keep a record of how the bath-

room is used every day
•  Which bathroom trend inspires you 

the most? 
•  What kind of living style do you 

prefer?
•  Do you prefer round or square 

washbasin shapes?
•  Do you want to plan for cross-

generational needs or put the 
necessary measures in place so 
you can adapt the bathroom easily 
further down the line?  

•  Which colours do you prefer?
•  Think about specifi c furnishing 

preferences, e.g. bathtub and/
or shower, bidet, urinal, storage 
space.

Room and architecture – 
breaking up a boring design 
is astonishingly easy:
•  Is there a neighbouring room or 

corridor you can use to expand 
your bathroom?

•  Can the door be moved to improve 
placement of products?

•  Can a wall between the bathroom 
and bedroom be knocked through 
to provide an open-plan space?

•  Can niches, podiums or various 
levels be integrated into your bath-
room?

•  Where could room-dividing walls 
be incorporated?

Bathrooms that are designed with the future in 
mind enable independent use later in life.

Various levels bring excitement to the design 
of the room.
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Bathing by a lake. An atrium brings enjoyment of nature into the bathroom. 

Colours and materials – a 
harmonious concept works 
wonders:
•  Complementary colours and in-

between shades such as blue-
green create a cosy atmosphere in 
combination with authentic-looking 
materials and plants which make 
us feel connected to nature.

•  Colour combinations look harmoni-
ous if they follow the same colour 
values. Bathroom furniture in warm 
taupe and a fl oor in cold grey will 
always jar.

•  In general: light shades give the 
illusion of space and make small 
bathrooms look bigger. Dark 
colours bring walls and ceilings 
closer and make large bathrooms 
look smaller.

•  Various materials can liven up a 
bathroom. But be careful: wood 
and natural stone also have diffe-
ring shades that must work together.

Light – the new art of room 
design
Rooms that have the same level of 
light in every corner of the room are 
boring. These days, light can do so 
much more:
• Create atmosphere
• Create optimal visibility
• Emphasise special elements
•  Stretch and enlarge rooms or give 

them depth or airiness
•  Make walls and products look as if 

they are fl oating
• Emphasise material structures
•  Captivate with plays on light and 

shadow

Special highlights – 
hello, zest for life!
•  Follow the stock market on a 

screen while brushing your teeth?
•  Enjoy a long soak while watching 

your favourite programme?
•  Bring nature into the room?
•  Enjoy a shower experience under 

a waterfall or in the summer rain?
•  Put your most beautiful holiday 

panorama on the wall?

What do you dream of? Use our trend suggestions, questions and ideas 
to plan your bathroom with an expert tradesperson in your area. For 
solutions that will make your dream come true. With a sound basis and 
high-quality products.
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Geometric clarity.
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Xeno
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Xeno
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Xeno

The high quality of the Xeno range is evident in its details. 
Thanks to direct recessed connections to the ceramic ele m-
ents, the vanity unit and washbasin form an aesthetically 
pleasing unit. All bathroom furniture has been exquisitely 
and precisely mitred and designed with continuous handle 
strips. Absolutely level and available in high gloss white 
and anthracite. 
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Xeno

Strict geometric forms combined with sophisticated comfort: tall cabinets with variable shelves made from glass. 
The vanity unit drawers are equipped with a self-closing mechanism that enables them to shut quietly.
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The hand-rinse basin with taps positioned to the right- or left-hand side can 
be combined with a matching vanity unit. The vanity unit drawers provide a 
practical organisation system which can also be used to store bottles.
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Xeno
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The bathtub with wide rear area is also characterised 
by straight lines. Xeno. For clear room concepts.
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Xeno
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Renowned designers create bathroom ranges of timeless elegance for the international brand 

Keramag Design. These complete the design-oriented selection of bathroom concepts by 

Keramag in a sophisticated way. Keramag Design - browse through the following pages to fi nd 

your inspiration.
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citterio
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Additional products in the unmistakeable Italian design 
of the bathroom range citterio can be found in the 
separate brochure “Keramag Design”

Italian sophistication.
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The aesthetics of stripped-down design.
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Preciosa II
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You can fi nd more information about the 
graphically pure bathroom range Preciosa II 
in the separate brochure “Keramag Design”.
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myDay
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Additional inspirations from the simple world 
of myDay can be found in the separate brochure 
“Keramag Design”.

Elegant lightness.
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Designed by code2design

Sophisticated. Comfortable. Elegant.
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Silk
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Details about the exclusive comfort bathroom 
range Silk can be found in the separate brochure 
“Keramag Design”.
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Universal

Mattis
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Universal/
Mattis/Opale

48/49

Opale

More about the aesthetically pleasing sanitary module 
Universal, the free-standing bath tub Mattis and the 
particularly fl at shower tray range Opale can be found 
in the separate brochure “Keramag Design”.
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The gentle shape of modern life. 
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it!
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it!

The gentle geometric shapes of the bathroom range it! 
bring a clear sense of modernity to any bathroom. 
The symmetric and asymmetric wash basins, complete 
with matching bathroom furniture and illuminated mirror 
elements, offers lots of possibilities for combining. 
Particularly striking: the continuous inner basin of the 
1300 mm wash basin.
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Spacious drawers with a self-closing mechanism and tall cabinets with adjustable glass shelves and large mirror inside 
combine attractive storage solutions with a high degree of comfort. In terms of design, they are just as modern and 
appealing as the rest of the range: the handles, for example, are made from high-quality chrome-plated aluminium.
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it!
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The wall-hung WC with standard fl ush system features a water-saving 
4.5 litre fl ush. The wall-hung WC is also available in a Rimfree® version 
which has a particularly easy to clean, rim-free bowl.
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it!

The bathroom range it! is particularly suited to combining with bathtubs and shower trays from the iCon range.
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it!
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it!
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it!

00/00

it!

it! is modern and offers a wide variety of options. It! bath-
room furniture is available in white and quartz grey, with 
high gloss fi nish on the outside and matt lacquered fi nish 
on the inside. Ideal for renovations, the wall-hung WC 
can be quickly and easily installed using the inno vative 
sanitary module Universal by Keramag.
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it!
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it!
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it!

In addition to symmetric wash basins measuring 600, 
800, 1000 or 1300 mm wide, it! also offers a 700 mm 
wide asymmetric wash basin shape with a useful large 
shelf space right or left. Highly sophisticated: the gently 
rounded it! design of the fl oor-standing WC combination.
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it!

The it! hand-rinse basin is just 400 mm wide with a small shelf space right or left and can be combined with a vanity 
unit. Ideal for modern, comfortable guest WCs. 

it! – gentle geometric shapes for modern life.
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it!

The future begins in the mind – with visions of an easier and better life. We 
dream up visions that drive us to question existing concepts, fi nd new ways of 
solving problems and improve elements that already work well. Innovation is 
one of Keramag’s strengths and is evident in its product developments, which 
enjoy a leading position on the market time and again. They are trailblazing 
in terms of design, comfort and technology, not to mention environmental 
aspects. Developed for a future that will give our lives a new level of quality.  

What drives advances 
in bathroom design?

Sophisticated combinations 
No rim on the inside and comple tely 
smooth surfaces on the outside thanks 
to PlugFix fi xings – these innovative 
developments by Keramag are 
combined in the rimless WCs in the 
it!, 4U and iCon ranges.

Wall-hung WCs without rim – 
the new standard 
Innovations such as the rimfree 
WCs in the bathroom ranges it!, 
iCon, 4U and Renova Nr.1 offer 

clear advantages in terms of clea-
ning and hygiene. They thus change 
people’s expectations of WCs and 
redefi ne standards.
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iCon Renova Nr.1 4U 

Perfect hygiene
With no rim, there are no hidden 
spots where deposits can build up. 
At the same time, the patented fl ush 
distributor ensures safe water fl ow 
and hygienic fl ush results.

Commended in 4 categories
The rimfree iCon wall-hung WC 
was awarded the innovation prize 
PLUS X AWARD in four categories 
at the same time - for innovation, 
quality, design and functionality.

Visibly easier to clean
Dirt can easily be seen and removed 
in an instant. The entire inner basin 
is much easier to keep clean.
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4040370 mm

Aesthetically smooth ceramic 
surfaces
The intelligent technology of the 
patented Clou waste and overfl ow 
system allows water to accumulate 
in basins that do not have overfl ow 
holes, while at the same time pre-
venting the basin from overfl owing. 
The design series citterio and myDay 
are equipped with Clou, see pages 
40 and 44.

Safe installation and beautiful closed surfaces 
Specially developed fi xing systems such as the Kerafi x hidden wall 
fi xings and innovative PlugFix fi xings make installing ceramic products 
easy and safe, while also making them look incredibly sophisticated. 
Details can be found on page 186.

Smooth and easy to 
care for – with KeraTect®

Detailed information can be 
found on the next page. 

More space for smaller 
bathrooms
The reduced product dimensions in 
the bathroom series Renova Nr.1 
Comprimo NEW make it possible 
for even small spaces to be comfor-
tably furnished.

Easier to clean
Mopping underneath wall-hung WCs 
is made much easier thanks to a 
couple of centimetres more fl oor 
clearance.
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Plan cross-generational bathrooms
The bathroom range Dejuna makes modern bathroom design fi t for use by different generations. With products 
that are perfectly tailored to the special needs of both old and young in terms of function and ergonomics, are easy 
to use sitting down and bring exclusivity, functional comfort and cosiness to the bathroom.

Save water and costs.
Keramag makes it easy for you:
• With innovative 4.5 l WCs
•  With the dual fl ush button for 

cisterns
•  With a urinal as a clever com-

plement to a WC and consumes 
just 0.5 to 2 litres of water.

Calculate your own personal water 
savings at www.keramag.com.

Encourage earlier toilet use by 
making it fun and safe 
Cheerful and colourful with sides 
that allow small children to use their 
hands to hold themselves steady and 
support themselves. The Kind WC 
seats and seat rings in animal 
designs encourage small children 
to use the toilet independently from 
a young age.

Encourage independence from 
babyhood onwards
With a seat height of 280 mm, the 
Baby WC by Keramag is unique to 
the market. A superbly hygienic potty 
replacement for little ones.
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Only those who are completely sure about the quality of their product can 
give a guarantee that goes far beyond standard guarantees. Uniquely, 
Keramag guarantees the reliability and smoothness of the KeraTect® special 
glaze for 30 years. This is a guarantee of value retention, ease of cleaning 
and perfect hygiene that pays for itself in the long term. 

Notable benefi ts for you
Never clean as hard again! Each 
ceramic element that comes with the 
KeraTect® fi nish can be restored to 
perfect cleanliness in seconds, simply 
by wiping it with a cloth. This is 
because it is four times smoother than 
other surfaces. As no stubborn de-
posits can build up on this glaze, a 
soft cloth is all you need. This means 
that you can save costs on cleaning 
materials, protect the environment and 
enjoy a shining and smooth ceramic 
surface that will last for years.

Instead of the usual two- to fi ve-year guarantee 
for other ceramic surfaces, Keramag provides 
a 30-year KeraTect® guarantee*.

KeraTect®, 
the first special glaze with 
a 30 year guarantee.

Smooth, shiny and easy to 
clean – permanently
•  KeraTect® is fi red at 1,250° C.
•  This enables the special glaze 

to form a lasting bond with the 
ceramic.

•  The surface is practically non-
porous and has a roughness value 
of just 0.01 μm.

•  Build-up of dirt and bacteria is 
considerably reduced.

•  Even when subjected to the harshest 
conditions, e.g. high-pressure 
cleaners, harsh cleaning materials 
and microfi bre cloths, the surface 
structure of the KeraTect® glaze 
will not be damaged. 

KeraTect® extends the life of 
the ceramic
• Less cleaning
• Less time needed for cleaning
• Intensive scrubbing is unnecessary
• Reduced use of cleaning materials
• First-rate hygiene
•  Protects the environment in the 

long term

KeraTect® is a Keramag innovation that pro-
vides an excellent long-lasting fi nish for your 
bathroom ceramics and is characterised by its 
extreme smoothness and ease of cleaning. 
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* Keramag gives you a 30-year guarantee on 
the KeraTect® glaze and therefore the long-
lasting smoothness of the ceramic surface. 
The smooth surface offers optimal cleanliness 
and hygiene during everyday use and with 
regular cleaning. The shiny glaze of your 
Keramag quality product will remain in mint 
condition. It is not necessary to impregnate 
the product with any chemicals or use spe-
cial cleaners. This guarantee is limited to 
technical manufacturing faults. Other faults, 
particularly those caused by misuse of 
the product or external conditions, are not 
covered by this guarantee.

Surface aging compared

KeraTect® glaze – simulated aging
approx. 30 years

Traditional glaze – simulated aging
approx. 30 years

KeraTect® glaze – simulated aging
approx. 10 years

Traditional glaze – simulated aging
approx. 10 years

KeraTect® glaze – simulated aging
approx. 5 years

Traditional glaze – simulated aging 
approx. 5 years

Microscopic illustration of ceramic surface: red = rough, blue = smooth
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Designed by code2design

Individual combinations of product and space.
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iCon
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iCon
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With iCon, bathroom comfort can be presented as part of a modern architectural style.
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iCon
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Elegant and unusual: decorative trays that fi t perfectly 
into the ceramic cavity on the asymmetric washbasins.
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iCon
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iCon

Thanks to the gentle soft-closing mechanism, drawers in 
the iCon furniture range shut as though by magic.
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iCon

The wall-hung WC in the iCon bathroom range is also available in an 
easy-clean rimfree version. An innovation that has just been awarded the 
PLUS X AWARD in four categories.
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iCon

iCon is innovative and unusual – with 10- to 1200-mm 
wide washbasin models and furniture ranging, from 
a fl oor-standing side cabinet to shelves that can be 
freely positioned. Available in three current high gloss 
surfaces: alpine, burgundy and platinum. Ideal for 
modern designs that incorporate different levels.
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They can also be innovatively combined for two people – with asymmetric washbasins 
in right- and left-hand versions, illuminated mirror elements and mirror cabinets. 
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iCon
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iCon

iCon. The new way of designing a room. 
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iCon

Flow/Flow300 
by Hadi Teherani

What would life be like without movement? It drives us onwards, blurs 
borders and opens up new ways of looking at things. Movement brings 
change. In product design, it leads to new developments that refl ect this 
change. For Keramag, good product design means achieving a successful 
combination of aesthetics and functionality.  

Good design 
needs movement.

‘I like this washbasin’. No other 
sentence can better express what the 
development of a product design for 
the bathroom is all about – people. 
This is because good and appealing 
design is aimed at meeting our 
wishes and requirements. It provides 
the basis for a new style of form 
and function that incorporates the 
changes in our surroundings in a 

sensitive way and therefore expertly 
integrates both current and future 
trends. Successful designers have 
their fi nger on the pulse when it 
comes to design devel opment – 
and they create products which are 
well received today but will also still 
appeal tomorrow. 

iCon/iCon xs 
by code.2.design 

iCon Rimfree® 
Innovative and easy-clean 
without rim.
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Preciosa
The design classic for architectur-
ally clear, puristically appealing 
bathrooms.

Visit
Appealing design for the guest WC.

Joly
Use of space in a guest WC.

Kind wall-hung WC
Specially developed for children.

Design developments by Keramag are not only 
highly innovative, such as the rimfree wall-hung 
WC iCon Rimfree®, but also timelessly attractive, 
such as the Preciosa wash basin, which was 
developed in 1969 and is still as popular today.
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Flow by Hadi Teherani

Well thought out for a better quality of life: with Keramag, functionality 
is always at the heart of beautiful design.

•  The covered fi xing systems 
for WCs, bidets, urinals and half-
pedestals create closed ceramic 
sur faces that provide fantastic aes-
thetics and enable easier cleaning. 

•  An inner basin with no diffi cult-to-
access areas makes the Rimfree® 
wall-hung WCs much easier to 
clean and more hygienic.

•  A couple of centimetres extra 
fl oor clearance for wall-hung 
WCs/bidets make fl oor cleaning 
effortless.
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•  Washbasins without tap hole 
and/or without overfl ow hole 
have beautifully smooth and 
particularly easy-to-clean ceramic 
surfaces. 

•  Shelf spaces tilted slightly to 
the side and front allow spray 
water to drain away more quickly.

•  The particularly fl at wash-
basin design in the Dejuna range 
appeals because it provides lots of 
space to get your knees underneath 
the basin. It can also easily be used 
by those in wheelchairs.

Additional examples of special design ideas can be found in the Keramag Design chapter from p. 38 onwards 
or at www.keramagdesign.de

•  Many bathroom ranges offer wash 
basins with comfortable shelf 
areas, including in attractive asym-
metric shapes.

•  Reduced product dimensions 
bring freedom of movement into 
small bathrooms without scrimping 
on comfort. 

•  The bathtubs are ergonomic-
ally shaped and are designed to 
provide a high level of sitting and 
lying comfort.
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Flow by Hadi Teherani

Flowing lines in your own bathroom.
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Flow by Hadi Teherani
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The design of the Flow range is distinctive and extremely well thought out. The height 
of the washbasin can be adjusted by 5 cm when fi rst installed, enabling you to match 
it perfectly to your height. For an individually perfect combination, there are three WC 
versions available – with lots of fl oor clearance to enable easy cleaning underneath 
the wall-hung WC and bidet.
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Innovative. Creative. Different.
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Flow300 by Hadi Teherani
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The Flow300 series is characterised by its exceptional 300 mm height 
and easy-clean smooth exterior surfaces on the wash basins and WC.
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Flow300 by Hadi Teherani
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The slimline hand-rinse basin with WC with shorter projection of 510 mm makes it 
a strong contender for small guest WCs.
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O r d e r
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We like living spaces that are designed to provide comfort, and this is 
what drives us to try to fi nd a space that suits everyone. The better we can do 
this, the better we will feel. Doing so means that you have a grip on things 
and life in general. Organisation is part of our lives. Modern organisational 
systems for the bathroom offer more than just storage: they can also be per-
fectly matched to our wishes in terms of visual aspects and comfort, bringing 
a homely atmosphere into every room and simplifying our everyday lives in 
a surprising way thanks to lots of clever ideas.  

How much organisation 
do we need? 

Sophisticated design

Visual variety for more 
individuality
Current colours, attractive decors 
and fi ne real-wood veneers. High 
gloss, matt or painted. Today’s bath-
room furniture is hugely versatile and 
provides extremely fl exible ways of 
combining different elements. Ideal 
for implementing the kind of comfort 
and atmosphere you have in mind 
for your bathroom. 

For interesting colour concepts In attractive wood look

Be on the safe side with 
brand quality
•  Branded bathroom furniture is 

made from high-quality materials 
that are guaranteed to be water-
proof and are impermeable to 
water vapour

•  Great importance is placed on 
careful and precise manufacturing

•  These high standards guarantee 
that comfort extras, such as the self-
closing mechanism on drawers, 
function just as reliably when 
brand new as they do after years 
of use

•  Brand quality guarantees that you 
will be able to enjoy your bath-
room furniture for years to come

Can be combined in an architecturally 
creative way
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Well organised Spacious corner vanity unit

•  Drawer compartments for well- 
organised interiors

•  Flexible dividers and bottle 
holders in drawers

•  Drawers with self-closing 
mechanism

•  Lockable inner drawers
• Shelf and mirror as one unit 
•  Complementary open side element 

with attractive Plexiglas box 
•   Easy-to-access storage compart-

ments in doors 

•  Tall cabinets with mirrored door 
exterior. With variable shelving 
and integrated drawers. Or can 
be cleverly accessed from three 
sides and used as room divider.

•  Special corner vanity units for 
small bathrooms or bathrooms with 
unusual angles

Which bathroom furniture highlights 
would you like to try? 

Sophisticated solutions 
for well-thought-out 
organisational elements 
Our bathroom furniture has a range 
of special characteristics which 
will make your life easier – not to 
mention concepts that will suit every 
space:

Integrated cosmetic module

Tall cabinet and room divider

Shelf and mirror in one
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4U

Diversity written large.
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4U

Beautiful, easy-clean and fl exible. This is 4U in a nutshell, 
whichever combination of modern rounded wash basins 
and items from the comprehensive furniture range you 
choose. 
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4U makes individual planning easy. With furniture that can be combined in 
various ways and is available in various widths, heights and fronts.
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4U
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And with lots of good storage space ideas, such as the vanity units with 
interior pull-out drawer and lockable drawer in the high side cabinet. 
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Want even more good ideas? Family washplaces can be combined with side cabinets and ceramic shelves or 
divided using a tall cabinet with open shelves and mirror door. 
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4U

Ideally combined with: a customised WC solution. 
Wall-hung, including in a rimfree version, with higher 
fl oor clearance for easy cleaning or as fl oor-standing 
WC with integrated dual fl ush button to save water. 
4U offers a range of possibilities to suit any bathroom.
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D u r a b i l
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i t y
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One thing is certain: all of us want to be able to enjoy a new bathroom 
for a long time to come. The shiny gleaming surface of the washbasin, 
the fantastic comfort of the bathtub – we place our trust in the durability of 
this enjoyment, as well as the commitment of the brand and quality of the 
products. Keramag lays the foundation stone for this by carefully selecting 
excellent materials for its products.

Where does brand 
quality begin? 

Durable and keeps its good 
looks.
Sanitary ceramic by Keramag is 
made exclusively from environmen-
tally harmless ceramic material and 
fi red at high temperatures. The 
glaze forms a lasting bond with the 
ceramic shards, creating shiny and 
incredibly durable washbasins, WCs 
and bidets. 

• Crack- and scratch-resistant
•  Resistant to temperature change 

and chemicals
• Keeps its good looks
• Easy to clean
•  Recyclable thanks to lead-free 

glaze

Main components of sanitary ceramic:

Quartz Feldspar

Clay Kaolin
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Extremely fl exible and robust 
Varicor®  
This mineral material, made from 
high-quality natural minerals and 
resins, is multitalented in terms 
of its fl exibility and durability. 
The silky matt surface also feels 
pleasantly warm. 

•  Fully dyed, non-porous material
•  Can be sawn, milled, drilled, 

ground, contoured and grooved
•  Accurate installation to the milli-

metre
• Almost seamless connections
• Extremely easy to clean
• Impact-resistant 
•  High level of resistance to 

chemicals and temperature 
• Food-safe
• Stain-resistant 
•  Extremely robust – even cigarette 

ash has no effect on the material 
once the tar residue has been 
removed

High-quality acrylic
For the various bathtub and shower 
tray shapes in its ranges, Keramag 
uses a particularly high-quality 
acrylic – cross-linked, cast and 
strengthened with glass fi bres using 
polyester. 

•  Skin-friendly, non-slip surface
•  Homogenous and non-porous, 

usually with a shiny surface

•  Extremely high impact and wear 
resistance thanks to a thickness of 
up to 5 mm

•  Fade-resistant and resistant to 
chemicals

• Low thermal conductivity
•  Easy to clean – with non-abrasive, 

standard household cleaners
•  Simple to repair – small scratches 

can be repaired using damp sand-
paper, standard car polish and a 
soft cloth
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The creative solution across the range.

Modern, comfortable, easier to clean - and also available 
with Rimfree® wall-hung WC without rim for quick, 
effortless cleaning. Renova Nr.1 makes modernising your 
bathroom easy.
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Renova Nr. 1
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You can fi nd more detailed 
information in the separate 
Renova Nr.1 brochure. 
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Renova Nr. 1

The comprehensive and versatile Renova Nr.1 ceramic, 
bathtub and furniture programme provides the basis for 
fantastically individual bathroom designs. 
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With corners and edges.
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Renova Nr. 1 Plan
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You can fi nd more detailed 
information in the separate 
Renova Nr.1 brochure. 

With a strong design and furniture available in the current trendy high gloss fronts, 
Renova Nr.1 Plan offers highly appealing possibilities for the modernisation of 
bathrooms.
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Renova Nr. 1 Plan
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Comfort even in confi ned spaces.

With space-saving features and a wide range of products, 
the bathroom range Renova Nr.1 Comprimo NEW offers 
lots of freedom of movement, storage space and comfort 
even in the smallest bathrooms and guest WCs. Renova Nr.1 Comprimo NEW
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From the corner solution to the asymmetric wash basin with integrated 
towel rail in the vanity unit – Renova Nr.1 Comprimo NEW is cleverly 
designed and can easily be combined with bathroom furniture in white 
or light grey.
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You can fi nd more detailed information in the separate 
Renova Nr.1 brochure. 

Renova Nr.1 Comprimo NEW
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It goes without saying that we want to welcome our visitors, invite them in, 
make them feel good and show how we live and what is important to us. 
Right down to the room in which each of our guests will spend some time 
sooner or later: the guest WC. It’s a good thing then that modern guest WC 
concepts and clever design tricks can create an enviously beautiful and all-
round comfortable room design, regardless of size and fl oor plan. 

Today, every guest WC 
is uniquely beautiful.

Modern well-thought-out 
storage space ideas 
The vanity units, side elements and 
shelves provide space for everything 
you need to store.

Mirror and shelf in one Simple and beautiful – ceramic shelf with 
hand towel throw

Spacious corner solution Attractive additional shelving
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480 mm

Make your guest WC look 
higher, larger and friendlier
With light and mirrors, you can 
transform awkward corners of the 
room into visually impressive areas. 
Even a garland light on the ceiling 
makes lower ceilings look higher. 
Illuminated niches and walls help 
reduce the sense of narrowness. 
Well-positioned mirrors break up 
high walls, capture light and airiness 
and give a sense of greater width. 
Good planning works wonders. 

Save water with hygiene plus 
With a 4.5 l WC from Keramag, 
you will already be saving money 
and reducing water consumption 
in your guest WC in the long term. 
You can save even more water 
by installing a urinal with 0.5–2 l 
fl ush. And this also provides clear 
hygiene benefi ts compared to a WC 
seat with lid up. 

Intelligent use of space
Modern guest WC concepts are 
developed to optimise space: there 
are washbasins and hand-rinse 
basins with practical shelf space. 
Reduced product dimensions, as 
well as special built-in and corner 
solutions, provide a couple of valu-
able extra centimetres more room to 
move around in. And an elaborate 
furniture programme provides an 
amazing amount of storage space 
and comfort. 

The variety offered today in terms of range 
and design makes it easy for you to implement 
your own design ideas without having to make 
any compromises, even in the smallest room 
of the house. 

Learn more in the separate 
guest WC brochure by Keramag.

More space thanks to a few centimetres less. 
WCs, washbasins and hand-rinse basins 
with reduced projections give us more space 
to move around in.
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Discovering what is important.

Sophisticated, simple and beautiful. Visit sets high 
standards of clear design for guest WCs. 

More in-depth information 
can be found in the de-
tailed guest WC journal.
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Visit
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Whether a self-closing drawer, a mirror with shelf or a WC with a shorter projection – 
iCon xs triumphs with interesting and comfortable ideas for modern guest WCs and 
guest bathrooms.

Architecturally clear.
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iCon xs
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iCon xs

The iCon xs side element with black plexiglas box 
quickly becomes an attractive eye-catching element. 
Available in each of the furniture programme’s high 
gloss colours: platinum, burgundy and alpine. 

More in-depth information can be found in the detailed 
guest WC journal. 
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Hospitality in the smallest room.

The Fidelio corner hand-rinse basin fi ts into any corner. 
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Fidelio/Joly

Extra space to feel good.

A harmonious look with good ideas: the Joly shelf wash-
basin can be combined with an additional glass shelf.
The WC, which has a projection of just 480 mm, and 
the semi-recessed urinal that is partially integrated into 
the wall offer the highest level of comfort without taking 
up too much space. 

You can fi nd more in-depth information in the detailed 
guest WC journal. 
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PreciosaRenova Nr.1 Plan

Xeno

For individual bathroom design.

Ceramic design with glossy shine. 
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Preciosa

You can find further washbasins 
in the overview on pages 227-229. Countertop/insert 

washbasins
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Rondo

Futura

Graphically exact shapes made from silky matt Varicor®.
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Washtop E classic with Washtop design cover plate

Washtop R with small cover plate

You can find further washbasins 
in the overview on pages 227-229. Countertop/insert 

washbasins
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Being independent of outside help gives us security and increases our sense 
of self worth. Supporting and maintaining this independence means preserving 
a valuable part of our overall quality of life. Keramag has therefore developed 
targeted bathroom concepts that promote independence in little ones and 
help those with limited mobility to maintain their independence for longer. 
They enable forward-looking planning for modern cross-generational bath-
rooms that make people feel good, safe and free for a long time. 

It’s easy to support independence – 
for both big and small!

I can wash myself! 
Thanks to a washbasin at the ideal 
height with a cute design and tap 
bench that has been brought forward, 
learning how to be independent is 
literally child’s play. In combination 
with the fun single-hand mixer and 
the fi rst children’s tap with precise 
sensor activation from the 4Bambini 
series, it is brilliantly colourful and 
easy to use. 

Designed for growth and 
comfort
The right seat height for every height 
and more. 
•  Seat ring in potty shape for Baby 

WC
•  Children can rest their feet on the 

lion’s paws of the Kind WC so that 
their legs do not go to sleep

•  Easy getting up for those with back 
problems thanks to raised seat 
position of 10-60 mm with Keramag 
WCs

•  Increased stability and more com-
fortable width with WC seats in the 
Dejuna range

Dejuna
Wash-down WC

480 mm 

Renova Nr.1
Wash-down WC

430 mm

Dejuna
Wash-down WC

430 mm

Baby 
Wash-down WC

280 mmSeat height

Kind
Wash-down WC

320 mm

Kind
Wash-out WC

370 mm
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Become independent!
High standards of bathroom design 
can be combined harmoniously 
with functionally intelligent comfort. 
Specially shaped washbasins with 
strong designs provide plenty of 
legroom to enable you to sit down 
easily and still have everything 
within easy reach, as well as see 
yourself in the mirror. Wall-hung 
WCs with 700-mm projection can 
also be used safely and comfortably 
by those in wheelchairs. WCs with 
a seat position that is up to 60 mm 
higher quickly provide the necessary 
height required to stand up indepen-
dently even with back problems. And 
furniture with special comfort features 
is also easy and comfortable to use 
while sitting.

Those who look to the future and equip their bathrooms with cross-gener -
ational products now will increase their chances of being able to stay in their 
own homes as long as possible. 

Changing age structure 
•  In 2050, one in three of the popu-

lation will be aged 65 or over
•  An increasing number of people 

need care as they get older
•  In 2009, 83% of those who 

needed care were aged 65 or 
over

•  There is a strong desire to live at 
home in familiar surroundings as 
long as possible

 

Cross-generational bathrooms with strong designs 
and some surprisingly simple and ergonomic 
product developments take the independence of 
every age group into account.  

Age 65+

2008 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060

16.9 Mio 18.7 Mio 22.3 Mio 23.7 Mio 23.0 Mio 22.0 Mio

21% 23% 29% 32% 33% 34%

% = proportion of the total population 
Source: Twelfth coordinated population forecast (2009), 2011 data report, 
Federal Statistics Office in Wiesbaden
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Dejuna

Bringing together generations. 
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Modern design for forward-looking bathrooms. The wash basin, WC and 
furniture solutions by Dejuna are intelligently planned and highly functional. 
They are designed to enable people to maintain their independence as long 
as possible and help them use the bathroom without assistance even if their 
movement is restricted.

Dejuna wash basins are available 
in widths of 500, 600, 650 and 
750 mm and complement individual 
room concepts perfectly.
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Dejuna

1 

2 

3
4

5

6

The 600, 650 and 750 mm Dejuna wash basins meet 
DIN 18040 standards and therefore all prerequisites for 
barrier-free bathroom design. In the 550 mm width, they 
also meet the protection targets of this DIN standard.

1  Extremely fl at for lots of legroom when sitting and using a wheelchair
2  Built-in varying water levels to enable basin to be half fi lled 
3  Half-dry shelf area within easy reach of user
4  Gently rounded and easy to grasp
5  Straight arm rest and support area
6  Bevelled edge for direct mounting of mirror

162/163
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480 mm seat height incl. WC seat for 
easier getting up and sitting down.
WC seat also available with soft-
closing mechanism. 

WC seat with wide seat area for 
more sitting comfort, complete with 
bevelled buffers to prevent side-
ways slipping and extra buffer with 
handle for the lid. 

Continuous stainless-steel hinge pin 
for high level of stability and bevelled 
ceramic for slip-resistant WC seat. 
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Dejuna

A high degree of stability and sitting 
comfort for any body type, including 
on the WC with standard 550 mm 
projection.

Dejuna WCs with 700 mm projection and the fl oor-standing WC meet 
DIN 18040 standards for barrier-free bathroom design.

700 mm projection for easy use with wheelchair. 
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Dejuna vanity units can be opened out into the room at a wide angle of 
up to 110°. Toiletries are stored cleverly in the doors and can be easily 
reached even while sitting. Optional undershelves with cut-out to allow for 
movement provide additional legroom on the 750 mm wide vanity unit.

The Dejuna side cabinets can be 
stacked to create a medium or tall 
cabinet. Dividing or cover plates 
in matt graphite and matt caramel 
provide easily recognisable contrasts 
in the colour of your choice.
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Dejuna

The comprehensive Dejuna furniture programme makes 
bathrooms cosier and more comfortable, while also 
enabling easy and comfortable usage of the bathroom 
even while seated.
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The storage space in the side cabinets is also easy 
to access. The illuminated anti-glare mirror element 
enables users to see themselves easily whether sitting 
or standing and meets DIN 18040 standards for 
barrier-free bathrooms.
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Dejuna

For further information, see the detailed 
Dejuna brochure.

The soft padded roll stool stops as soon as weight 
is applied, is height-adjustable and offers additional 
storage space. The foldable seat lid has a soft-closing 
mechanism.

The grip zones on the underside of the wash basins 
make it easy for users to hold onto the wash basin and 
pull themselves up. Handles can be mounted on the 
sides of the furniture to ensure a safe grip or can be 
used as hand-towel rails.
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Agilo

Wheelchair-accessible individual 
solutions made from Varicor®.

Two wheelchair-accessible wash basins made from 
high-quality Varicor® add another dimension to the 
washplace concept for barrier-free solutions from 
Keramag. Agilo with its angular design and Privo 
with its round design ensure that these items fi t in 
with the overall look of the room. Both wash basins 
correspond to DIN 18040 standards for barrier-free 
bathrooms and sanitary facilities.
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Agilo/Privo

Privo

Side cut-outs make it easier for users to hold their 
balance and pull themselves up safely or can be used 
as practical towel rails.

Particularly comfortable: spacious storage shelves and 
appealing easy-clean design without overfl ow hole.
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Growing into space.
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Kind/Baby

Uniquely child-friendly! With products designed 
especially for children, Keramag helps even little 
ones to develop their knowledge of hygiene in an 
independent way.
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With the Kind WC seats and seat rings, which were designed together with 
children’s nurseries, children with fi nd it fun to sit on the toilet just like the 
grown-ups do. These seats also make it easier for them to hold their balance 
and support themselves.
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Kind/Baby

All Kind WC seats and seat rings are 
available in cheerful green, yellow, 
red and white.
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A playful way to become hygienically independent.

4Bambini play and wash landscape
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4Bambini

4Bambini helps children to learn how to wash their hands 
and brush their teeth independently. Ideally combined with 
the fun factor of water and absolute child’s play to use. 

4Bambini infra-red tap

4Bambini single hand mixer
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3Bambini

2Bambini with two washplaces at the same height and 3Bambini with three washplaces for children of different 
heights complement the range of children’s play and water landscapes available. 
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3Bambini/2Bambini

2Bambini

Washplaces suitable for children, smart and colourful.
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W e l l -
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Revive your soul at home.

Bathtub, shower or both?
Today, making a decision about 
whether to have a bathtub or a 
shower depends very much on your 
own preferences. Even if there is a 
lack of space, a relaxing bathtub can 
be combined with a spacious shower 
solution. If you prefer showers, you 
can plan a spacious shower area 
with lots of room to move around in, 
enabling you to use it comfortably 
and safely even as you get older. 

Renova Nr.1 Set bathtub with integrated 
shower area.

You can create the best prerequisites for your 
personal wellness experience at home by care-
ful selection of a bathtub and shower tray.

It is those moments of complete relaxation and calm that allow us to breathe. Switch off. Relax. Do something good 
for ourselves. This is the kind of comfort that we yearn for. Preferably within the private surroundings of our own four 
walls. How lovely that we already have the perfect place to revive the soul: the bathroom. A few well thought-out 
details in bathroom design and an ethos of well-being will transform any bathroom into an oasis of calm.
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Find your ideal bathtub shape
As well as the design, there are 
various criteria which will make your 
bathtub more comfortable and con-
venient. 

•  Back width
It is no longer necessary to put up 
with cramped conditions. Keramag 
offers bathtubs with comfortable 
widths from 590 to 740 mm for 
narrow and wide backs. 

•  Back slope
Do you prefer sitting or lying in the 
bath? Depending on the slope at 
the back, you can incorporate both 
positions into one tub or lie down 
at either end. Some models also 
come with a gently rounded neck 
rest. 

•  Water depth
For full baths where your knees do 
not jut out, Keramag offers bathtubs 
up to 470 mm deep. 

The perfect shower tray for 
today and tomorrow
•  Square, rectangular, hexagonal 

or corner shower tray – Keramag 
provides all kinds of tray shapes 
in various sizes and in designs that 
match the respective bath room 
series. Ideal for shower spaces that 
integrate perfectly into the bath-
room and offer maximum space to 
move around in. 

•  Those who are thinking ahead to 
the future can install shower trays 
level with the fl oor to enable safe 
getting in and getting out. 

Relaxation or refreshment 
guaranteed
•  The comforting bath

A couple of drops of essential 
oil, dissolved in a bit of cream or 
honey, will put you in a good 
mood, calm stressed nerves and 
boost your metabolism.

•  Power under the shower
Alternating between 5 seconds 
each of warm and cold water 
will wake you up and tighten the 
connective tissue. Or if you want 
a gentler shower: rub in sea salt 
and olive oil in a 2:1 ratio, let it 
soak in for a bit, wash it off and 
enjoy smoother skin and renewed 
vitality. 
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Xeno

iCon

Diversity and relaxation.
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Preciosa Preciosa 

Renova Nr.1

Bathtubs/Shower trays

Additional beautifully shaped bathtubs and shower trays 
can be found in the overview on pages 240–242.

Space-saving bathtub Renova Nr.1 Comprimo
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Is it special when you look at your new ceramic item and see a beautiful, smooth ceramic surface and there are 
no dark overfl ow holes or mounting screws? If cleaning your bathroom is quicker and more effortless? Or if drawers, 
cabinet doors and WC seats close completely silently and gently? We think so. This is why you will fi nd a whole 
host of intelligently designed comfort ideas and innovative concepts at Keramag which complete your product deci-
sion perfectly. Find out which technical details you can expect from a bathroom series by reading the respective 
product overview. 

Technical details 
at a glance.

Beautiful and hygienic – Clou, 
developed and patented by Keramag, 
makes overfl ow holes in washbasins 
and bidets superfl uous (see page 76).

Beautiful and safe – a closed 
surface from the outside, but securely 
fi xed to the wall from the inside. The 
Kerafi x fi xing system is a Keramag 
patent.

Automatically gentle – drawers 
with a smooth self-closing mech-
anism shut by themselves incredibly 
quietly.

Suitably high – thanks to an 
adjustable height of 50 mm, 
the height of the washbasin can be 
adjusted to suit your body height 
when fi rst installed. 

One turn is enough to make Kerafi x 
grip securely from the inside and hold 
even urinals securely to the wall.

Quiet – WC seats with a soft-
closing mechanism always close 
softly. 
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Easy to clean – the covered 
fl oor fi xings for fl oor-standing 
WCs and bidets ensure closed 
external surfaces. 

Easy to clean – a couple of centi-
metres more ground clearance 
with wall-hung WCs and bidets makes 
mopping the fl oor much easier. 

Stand up more easily – when 
installed using standard connection 
dimensions, the comfortable seat 
height ≥ 30 mm enables effortless 
standing up from the WC. 

Easy to sit down – a comfort-
able width with an additional 
45 mm and a wide seat surface 
offer people of every height a high 
level of sitting comfort. 

Beautiful aesthetics – nothing to 
see except a closed ceramic surface. 
The covered wall fixings even 
make covering plates superfluous. 

Saves costs and resources – 
the 4.5 l fl ush technology for 
WCs helps to considerably reduce 
water consumption in the bathroom 
(see page 77).

Water saving – with every ‘short 
fl ush’, you can save water and 
costs, and also protect the environ-
ment. The dual fl ush button on 
the cistern makes it easy. 

Easy to install – thanks the moun-
ting holes on the WC seats, wall-
hung WCs can be mounted using 
the PlugFix system quickly and 
securely. In addition, fi xings cannot 
be seen from the outside. 

Wall-hung WCs also offer a comfort-
able seat height ≥ 30 mm when 
mounted using standard connection 
dimensions.

Permanently easy to clean – ceramic with innovative KeraTect® glaze is 
incredibly smooth and prevents most bacteria and dirt from building up. Keramag 
also provides a 30 year KeraTect® guarantee (see page 78).

Easy-clean and hygienic – 
Rimfree® wall-hung WCs can 
be cleaned in an instant, including 
the inside.
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Preciosa

 Washbasin, 600 x 550 mm, Model-no. 253200. 
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Countertop washbasin without tap hole, with overfl ow, 
Ø 460 mm, Model-no. 248000.

 Insert washbasin, Ø 500 mm, Model-no. 248100.

 Square shower tray, depth 35 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652490.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 652400.

 Washbasin, 800 x 550 mm, Model-no. 124280. 
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Rectangular shower tray, depth 35 mm.
900 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652495.
1000 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652410.
1000 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652405.
1200 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652420.
1400 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652440.

 Washbasin, 1000 x 550 mm, Model-no. 124200. 
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Undercounter washbasin without tap hole, 
with overfl ow, Ø 380 mm, Model-no. 248220.

 Round cornered shower tray, depth 35 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652455.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 652450.

 Covered 
wall fi xing 

PlugFix

Centaurus  Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics/Acrylic

 4,5 litre fl ush 
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 Double washbasin, 1300 x 550 mm, 
Model-no. 133200. Various tap hole/overfl ow 
versions available.

 Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 350 x 530 mm,
Model-no. 203200.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 571280.

 Urinal Centaurus, waterless, Model-no. 236400.
Only available with KeraTect® glaze.

 Pentagonal shower tray, depth 35 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652465.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 652460.

 Insert washbasin, Ø 420 mm, Model-no. 248110.

 Bidet, wall-hung, 350 x 530 mm, Model-no. 233200.

 Rectangular bathtub. 
1800 x 900 mm, depth 470 mm, Model-no. 600385.
1905 x 905 mm, depth 430 mm, Model-no. 600395.

 Insert washbasin without tap hole, with overfl ow, 
Ø 460 mm, Model-no. 248120.

 Urinal Centaurus, water-fl ushed, Model-no. 236450. 
Only available with KeraTect® glaze.

 Keramag recommends shower enclosures from Koralle.
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 Washbasin without overfl ow, 600 x 475 mm,
Model-no. 126260. Combinable with washbasin 
vanity units 590 mm.

 Washbasin without overfl ow, 1200 x 475 mm,
Model-no. 126220. Combinable with washbasin vanity 
units 1180 mm.
Also usable as countertop washbasin 
(for wall-mounting).

 Countertop washbasin without overfl ow, 600 x 475 mm, 
Model-no. 126560. For wall-mounting.

 Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 360 x 535 mm, 
Model-no. 206250. 
WC seat, Model-no. 576200.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 576210.

 Washbasin without overfl ow, 900 x 420 mm, 
Model-no. 126290. Combinable with washbasin 
vanity units 880 mm. 
Also usable as countertop washbasin 
(for wall-mounting).

 Washbasin with 2 tap holes, without overfl ow, 
1200 x 475 mm, Model-no. 126225. Combinable with 
washbasin vanity units 1180 mm.
Also usable as countertop washbasin 
(for wall-mounting).

 Hand-rinse basin, without overfl ow, 
tap hole left or right, 400 x 230 mm.
Model-no. 126240 left. 
Model-no. 126245 right. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units.

 Washbasin without tap hole, without overfl ow, 
900 x 420 mm, Model-no. 126291. Combinable with 
washbasin vanity units 880 mm. 
Also usable as countertop washbasin 
(for wall-mounting).

 Washbasin without tap hole, without overfl ow, 
1200 x 475 mm, Model-no. 126221. Combinable with 
washbasin vanity units 1180 mm. 
Also usable as countertop washbasin 
(for wall-mounting).

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 White 
high gloss

 Anthracite
high gloss

 Ceramics/Acrylic  Furniture
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 Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, 590 x 494 x 473 mm. 
Model-no. 860260 white high gloss. 
Model-no. 860265 anthracite high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasin 600 mm.

 Washbasin vanity unit, 4 drawers, 1180 x 494 x 473 mm. 
Model-no. 860220 white high gloss. 
Model-no. 860225 anthracite high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasins 1200 mm.

 Hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 1 door, stopper left/right, 
395 x 420 x 228 mm. 
Model-no. 860240 white high gloss. 
Model-no. 860245 anthracite high gloss. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basins.

 Illuminated mirror, frame polished stainless steel, 
2 lamps T5 FH, 21 W, 220-240 V, 50-60 Hz, 
anti-condensation, light switch, IP 44, protection class 2, 
600 x 900 x 55 mm, Model-no. 860160. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, 880 x 494 x 413 mm. 
Model-no. 860290 white high gloss. 
Model-no. 860295 anthracite high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasins 900 mm.

 Tall cabinet, 2 doors, stopper left/right, 1 fi xed shelf, 
4 glass shelves, 400 x 1700 x 350 mm. 
Model-no. 860200 white high gloss. 
Model-no. 860205 anthracite high gloss. 

 Rectangular bathtub, depth 470 mm, with drilling for 
overfl ow, direction of view: from head area to foot area. 
1700 x 750 mm:  Model-no. 600170 right.

Model-no. 600175 left.
1800 x 800 mm:  Model-no. 600180 right.

Model-no. 600185 left.
1900 x 900 mm:  Model-no. 600190 right.

Model-no. 600195 left.

 Illuminated mirror, frame polished stainless steel, 
2 lamps T5 FQ, 24 W, 220-240 V, 50-60 Hz, 
anti-condensation, light switch, IP 44, protection class 2, 
900 x 620 x 55 mm, Model-no. 860190. 

 Illuminated mirror, left/right, frame polished stainless 
steel, lamp T5 FH, 21 W, 220-240 V, 50-60 Hz,  
anti-condensation, light switch, IP 44, protection class 2, 
400 x 900 x 55 mm, Model-no. 860140. 

Illuminated mirror, frame polished stainless steel, 
2 lamps T5 FQ, 24 W, 220-240 V, 50-60 Hz, 
anti-condensation, light switch, IP 44, protection class 2, 
1200 x 620 x 55 mm, Model-no. 860120. 
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Washbasin, 600 x 480 mm, model-no. 121960. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, model-no. 291910 or washbasin vanity units 494 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, without overfl ow, 400 x 280 mm. 
Model-no. 272940 tap hole left. 
Model-no. 271940 tap hole right.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units 304 mm.

Hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 1 door, door stopper right or left, 1 handle,
304 x 454 x 230 mm.
Model-no. 819040 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819041 quartz grey high gloss.
Combinable with hand-rinse basins 400 mm.

Washbasin, 800 x 480 mm, model-no. 121980. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, model-no. 291910 or washbasin vanity units 700 mm.

Washbasin without tap hole, 1000 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 121903.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 900 mm.

Washbasin with 2 tap holes, 1000 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 121905.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 900 mm.

Washbasin, 1000 x 480 mm, model-no. 121900. 
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 900 mm.

White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

Kerafi x White 
high gloss

Quartz grey 
high gloss

Furniture
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Washbasin without tap hole, 1300 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 121933.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 1200 mm.

Washbasin, 1300 x 480 mm, model-no. 121930. 
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 1200 mm.

Washbasin with 2 tap holes, 1300 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 121935.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 1200 mm.

   Washbasin, shelf space left, 700 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 122970.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 600 mm.

Washbasin, shelf space right, 700 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 121970.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 600 mm.

Tall cabinet, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 1 handle, 
2 fi xed shelves, 4 glass shelves, mirror on the internal 
side of the door, 400 x 1700 x 330 mm.
Model-no. 819160 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819161 quartz grey high gloss.
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Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, 2 handles, 494 x 427 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819060 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819061 quartz grey high gloss.
Combinable with washbasin 600 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, 2 handles, 600 x 427 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819070 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819071 quartz grey high gloss.
Combinable with washbasin with shelf space 700 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, 1 handle, 900 x 219 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819000 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819001 quartz grey high gloss.
Combinable with washbasins 1000 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, 1 handle, 1200 x 219 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819030 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819031 quartz grey high gloss.
Combinable with washbasins 1300 mm.

White
high gloss

Quartz grey 
high gloss

Furniture

 Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer
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Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, 2 handles, 700 x 427 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819180 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819181 quartz grey high gloss.
Combinable with washbasin 800 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, 2 handles, 900 x 427 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819100 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819101 quartz grey high gloss.
Combinable with washbasins 1000 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, 2 handles, 1200 x 427 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819130 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819131 quartz grey high gloss.
Combinable with washbasins 1300 mm.

   Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, 1 handle, 700 x 219 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819080 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819081 quartz grey high gloss.
Combinable with washbasin 800 mm.
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 Illuminated mirror element, integrated light switch, 
LED 24 V DC 8 W, 4000 K/490 lm, 230 V, 
~50 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 400 x 800 mm, 
model-no.  819240. 

 Illuminated mirror element, integrated light switch,
LED 24 V DC 11 W, 4000 K/740 lm, 230 V, 
~50 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 600 x 650 mm, 
model-no. 819260.

 Illuminated mirror element, integrated light switch, 
LED 24 V DC 13 W, 4000 K/870 lm, 230 V, 
~50 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 700 x 650 mm, 
model-no. 819270.

 Bidet, wall-hung, 350 x 540 mm, model-no. 231910. Wash-down WC, rimfree, 6 l, wall-hung, 
350 x 540 mm, model-no. 201950.
WC seat, model-no. 571900.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
model-no. 571910.

Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 350 x 540 mm, 
model-no. 201900.
WC seat, model-no. 571900.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
model-no. 571910.

  iCon  square shower tray, depth 50 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662480.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no 662490.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662400.

  iCon  rectangular shower tray, depth 50 mm.
1000 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662410.
1200 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662420.

  iCon  round corner shower tray, depth 50 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662440.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662450.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics/Acrylic

 Covered 
wall fi xing

PlugFix

 Keramag recommends shower enclosures from Koralle.
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 Illuminated mirror element, integrated light switch,
LED 24 V DC 17 W, 4000 K/1130 lm, 230 V, 
~50 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 900 x 650 mm, 
model-no. 819200. 

 Illuminated mirror element, integrated light switch,
LED 24 V DC 24 W, 4000 K/1610 lm, 230 V, 
~50 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 1200 x 650 mm, 
model-no. 819220.

Wash-down WC combination, 6 l, fl oor-standing, 
Duo outlet, 350 x 825 x 640 mm, model-no. 200920. 
Ceramic cistern with dual fl ush 3 l/6 l, 
model-no. 228950.
WC seat, model-no. 571900.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, model-no. 
571910.

 iCon  neck support, Model-no. 590440 white.
Combinable with rectangular bathtubs.

  iCon  oval bathtub, depth 450 mm, 1800 x 850 mm, 
Model-no. 650400.

  iCon rectangular bathtub, with drain at foot area, 
depth 450 mm, 1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 650475.
Combinable with neck support.

  iCon  rectangular bathtub, depth 450 mm.
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 650470.
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 650480.
1900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 650490.
Combinable with neck support.
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 Washbasin, 600 x 485 mm.
Model-no. 124060 with tap hole.
Model-no. 124063 without tap hole. 
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 595 mm. 

 Bidet, wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm, Model-no. 234000.

 Washbasin, 750 x 485 mm, Model-no. 124075.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 740 mm. 

 Washbasin with 2 tap holes, 1200 x 485 mm, Model-no. 124020.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 1190 mm, siphon cutout centre. 

 Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 355 x 530 mm, 
Model-no. 204000.
WC seat, Model-no. 574120.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574130.

 Wash-down WC, rimfree, 6 l, wall-hung, 
355 x 530 mm, Model-no. 204060.
WC seat, Model-no. 574120.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574130.

 Washbasin without tap holes, 1200 x 485 mm, Model-no. 124025.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 1190 mm, siphon cutout centre. 

 Covered 
wall fi xing

PlugFix

 Comfortable 
seat height 
≥ 30 mm

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 Dual fl ush  White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics
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 Double washbasin, 1200 x 485 mm, Model-no. 124120.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units for double washbasin 1190 mm. 

 Washbasin incl. decorative tray right or left, 500 x 485 mm.
Model-no. 124050 right.
Model-no. 124150 left.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 890 mm, siphon cutout right or left and 
washbasin vanity units 1190 mm with 2 siphon cutouts for washbasins incl. decorative 
tray left/right 500 mm. 

 Washbasin incl. decorative tray right or left, 900 x 485 mm.
Model-no. 124190 right.
Model-no. 124195 left.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 890 mm, siphon cutout centre. 

 Washbasin, 900 x 485 mm.
Model-no. 124090 with tap hole.
Model-no. 124093 without tap hole. 
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 890 mm, siphon cutout centre. 

 Wash-down WC combination, 6 l, fl oor-standing, 
outlet Multi, 360 x 860 x 680 mm, Model-no. 203400. 
Ceramic cistern with dual fl ush 3 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 229450. 
WC seat, Model-no. 574120.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574130.

Pareo urinal, 300 x 265 mm, Model-no. 236100.
Pareo urinal lid, Model-no. 573410.
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 Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, handle chrome-plated, 
595 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840260 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840261 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840262 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasins 600 mm and side 
cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, handles chrome-
plated, 595 x 620 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840360 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840361 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840362 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasins 600 mm and side 
cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout left, 1 drawer, 
handle chrome-plated, 890 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840490 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840491 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840492 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasin incl. decorative tray left 
500 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, handle chrome-plated, 
740 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840275 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840276 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840277 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasin 750 mm and side 
cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, handles chrome-
plated, 740 x 620 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840375 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840376 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840377 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasin 750 mm and side 
cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout right, 1 drawer, 
handle chrome-plated, 890 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840590 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840591 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840592 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasin incl. decorative tray right 
500 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit for double washbasin, 2 drawers, 
handles chrome-plated, 1190 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840220 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840221 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840222 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with double washbasin 1200 mm and 
side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit for double washbasin, 
4 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 
1190 x 620 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840520 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840521 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840522 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with double washbasin 1200 mm and 
side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, 2 siphon cutouts left/right, 
2 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 
1190 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840320 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840321 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840322 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with 2 washbasins incl. decorative tray 
left/right 500 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Alpine
high gloss

 Burgundy
high gloss

 Platinum
high gloss

Furniture

 Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer
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 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout centre, 1 drawer, handle chrome-plated, 890 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840290 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840291 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840292 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasins 900 mm, washbasins with decorative tray 900 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout centre, 2 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 890 x 620 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840390 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840391 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840392 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasins 900 mm, washbasins with decorative tray 900 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout centre, 2 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 1190 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840120 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840121 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840122 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasins with/without tap holes 1200 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout centre, 4 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 1190 x 620 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840420 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840421 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840422 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasins with/without tap holes 1200 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 
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 Illuminated mirror element, LED 12 V/19 W/3000 K, 
warm white, 368 lm, 230 V, ~ 50 Hz, IP 44, 
protection class 2, 600 x 750 x 45 mm, 
Model-no. 840760. 
Strip light adjustable for left or right before mounting.

 Illuminated mirror element, LED 12 V/30 W/3000 K, 
warm white, 568 lm, 230 V, ~ 50 Hz, IP 44, 
protection class 2, 900 x 750 x 45 mm, 
Model-no. 840790. 
Strip light adjustable for left or right before mounting.

 Shelf, 600 x 50 x 165 mm.
Model-no. 840960 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840961 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840962 platinum high gloss. 

 Illuminated mirror element, LED 12 V/40 W/3000 K, 
warm white, 768 lm, 230 V, ~ 50 Hz, IP 44, 
protection class 2, 1200 x 750 x 45 mm, 
Model-no. 840720. 
Strip light adjustable for left or right before mounting.

 Shelf, 900 x 50 x 165 cm.
Model-no. 840990 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840991 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840992 platinum high gloss. 

 Tall cabinet, 1 door, stopper right/left, 
handle chrome-plated, 1 fi xed shelf, 4 shelves, 
360 x 1800 x 292 mm. 
Model-no. 840000 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840001 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840002 platinum high gloss. 

 Cabinet with mirror, 1 mirror door, stopper right/left, 
handle chrome-plated, 2 fi xed shelves, 2 shelves, 
360 x 1500 x 292 mm. 
Model-no. 840150 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840151 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840152 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with side cabinets 890 mm.

 Side cabinet, 1 drawer, handle chrome-plated, 
890 x 472 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840090 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840091 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840092 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with cabinets with mirror.

 Side cabinet, 2 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 
450 x 600 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840045 alpine high gloss. 
Model-no. 840046 burgundy high gloss. 
Model-no. 840047 platinum high gloss. 
Combinable with washbasin vanity units.

 Alpine
high gloss

 Burgundy
high gloss

 Platinum
high gloss

Furniture

 Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Acrylic

 Keramag recommends shower enclosures from Koralle.
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 Square shower tray, depth 50 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662480.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no 662490.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662400.

 Rectangular shower tray, depth 50 mm.
1000 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662410.
1200 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662420.

 Round corner shower tray, depth 50 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662440.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662450.

 Neck support, Model-no. 590440 white.
Combinable with rectangular bathtubs.

 Oval bathtub, depth 450 mm, 1800 x 850 mm, 
Model-no. 650400.

 Rectangular bathtub, with drain at foot area, 
depth 450 mm, 1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 650475.
Combinable with neck support.

 Rectangular bathtub, depth 450 mm.
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 650470.
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 650480.
1900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 650490.
Combinable with neck support.
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 Washbasin, 600 x 440 mm, Model-no. 250960. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 296910.

 Hand-rinse basin, 400 x 310 mm, Model-no. 276940.

 Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 
370 x 540 mm, Model-no. 207900.
Not for installation with pressure-fl ush.
WC seat, Model-no. 575900.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 575950.

 Bidet, wall-hung, 370 x 550 mm, 
Model-no. 232900.

 Washbasin, 650 x 470 mm, Model-no. 250965. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 296910.

 Hand-rinse basin, 500 x 360 mm, Model-no. 276950. 

 Wash-down WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, 
outlet Duo, 370 x 400 x 560 mm, 
Model-no. 216900.
Not for installation with pressure-fl ush.
WC seat, Model-no. 575900.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 575950.

 Urinal, 360 x 565 mm, 
Model-no. 235920.
Urinal lid, Model-no. 575910.
Urinal lid with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 575905.

 Washbasin, 700 x 500 mm, Model-no. 250970. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 296910.

 Wash-down WC combination, 6 l, fl oor-standing, 
outlet Duo, 390 x 860 x 660 mm, Model-no. 200900.
Ceramic cistern with dual fl ush 3 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 229950.
WC seat, Model-no. 575900.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 575950.

 Height adjust-
ment at initial 

installation

Kerafi x  Concealed 
fl oor fi xing

 Covered 
wall fi xing

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 Dual fl ush  White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics
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 Washbasin, 700 x 500 mm, Model-no. 251970.
Combinable with stainless steel siphon trim, 
Model-no. 508080.

 Hand-rinse basin without overfl ow, 500 x 360 mm, 
Model-no. 277950.
Combinable with stainless steel siphon trim, 
Model-no. 508080.

 Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 370 x 510 mm, 
Model-no. 207950.
Not for installation with pressure-fl ush.
Flow WC seat, Model-no. 575900.
Flow WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 575950.

 Height adjust-
ment at initial 

installation

 Covered 
wall fi xing

PlugFix

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics
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 Washbasin, 600 x 475 mm, Model-no. 223460. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, pedestal or washbasin 
vanity units.

 Hand-rinse basin.
360 x 290 mm, Model-no. 273436. 
450 x 330 mm, Model-no. 273445. 
Hand-rinse basin 450 mm combinable 
with vanity unit.

 Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 
355 x 530 mm, Model-no. 203450. 
WC seat, Model-no. 574400.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574410.

 Wash-down WC, rimfree, 6 l, 
wall-hung, 355 x 530 mm, 
Model-no. 203460. 
WC seat, Model-no. 574400.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574410.

 Wash-down WC, short, 6 l, wall-hung, 
355 x 490 mm, Model-no. 203430. 
Not for installation with pressure-fl ush. 
WC seat, Model-no. 574400.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574410.

 Wash-down WC combination, 6 l, 
fl oor-standing, outlet Multi, 
357 x 853 x 680 mm, 
Model-no. 203400. 
Ceramic cistern with dual fl ush 3 l/6 l, 
water supply from side/rear, 
Model-no. 229450. 
With bottom inlet, Model-no. 229460.
WC seat, Model-no. 574400.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574410.

 Washbasin.
650 x 475 mm, Model-no. 223465. 
700 x 475 mm, Model-no. 123470. 
Combinable with pedestal, Model-no. 298400, 
half-pedestal or washbasin vanity units.

 Corner hand-rinse basin, side length 
337 mm, Model-no. 273483. 

 Washbasin, 800 x 475 mm, Model-no. 123480. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298410, 
pedestal or washbasin vanity units.

 Shelf, 445 x 75 x 140 mm, in ceramic, 
Model-no. 298444.

 Tall cabinet, 1 door with mirror, door 
stopper right/left, shelves, body white, 
inside white, 400 x 1697 x 388 mm, 
Model-no. 804000.

Kerafi x  Covered 
wall fi xing

PlugFix

 Comfortable 
seat height 
≥ 30 mm

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 Dual fl ush  Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer
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 Bidet, wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm,
Model-no. 233450.

 Hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 1 door, 
door stopper right/left, 1 fi xed shelf, 
300 x 485 x 263 mm.
Model-no. 804045 body white/front white mat.
Model-no. 804046 body/front white high gloss.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin 450 mm.

 Cabinet, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 1 shelf, 
body white, 400 x 435 x 388 mm.
Model-no. 804240 white mat.
Model-no. 804241 oak bright light décor.
Model-no. 804244 white mat, motif white.
Model-no. 804245 body/front white high gloss.
Combinable with cover plate in glass, underside white 
varnished, 400 x 388 mm, Model-no. 570040.

 Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, 1 insert drawer, 
body white, 400 x 465 x 388 mm.
Model-no. 804140 white mat.
Model-no. 804141 oak bright light décor.
Model-no. 804144 white mat, motif white.
Model-no. 804145 body/front white high gloss.
Combinable with washbasins 600 · 650 · 700 mm.

 Cabinet, 2 doors, 1 shelf, body white, 
800 x 435 x 388 mm.
Model-no. 804280 white mat.
Model-no. 804281 oak bright light décor.
Model-no. 804284 white mat, motif white.
Model-no. 804285 body/front white high gloss.
Combinable with cover plate in glass, underside white 
varnished, 800 x 388 mm, Model-no. 570080.

 Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, 1 insert drawer, 
body white, 600 x 465 x 388 mm.
Model-no. 804160 white mat.
Model-no. 804161 oak bright light décor.
Model-no. 804164 white mat, motif white.
Model-no. 804165 body/front white high gloss.
Combinable with washbasin 800 mm.

 Cabinet, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 
1 insert drawer, lockable, 1 fi xed shelf, body white, 
400 x 860 x 388 mm.
Model-no. 804040 white mat.
Model-no. 804041 oak bright light décor.
Model-no. 804044 white mat, motif white.
Model-no. 804045 body/front white high gloss.
Combinable with cover plate in glass, underside white 
varnished, 400 x 388 mm, Model-no. 570040.

 White
(body)

 White 
high gloss 

(body/front)

 White mat 
(front)

 Oak bright 
light décor

(front)

 White mat,
motif white 

(front)

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics  Furniture

 Direction of motives

 Door hinge right
(recommendation)

 Door hinge left
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 Washbasin, 550 x 450 mm, Model-no. 223055.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 290520 or 
washbasin vanity units incl. siphon trim. 
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Hand-rinse basin vanity unit incl. siphon trim, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 
1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 400 x 450 x 260 mm, body white.
Model-no. 800540 white high gloss.
Model-no. 800541 oak light décor.
Model-no. 800542 wenge décor high gloss.
Combinable with hand-rinse basins with siphon trim, 450 · 500 mm.

 Furniture hand-rinse basin, 450 x 340 mm, Model-no. 270645. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 
1 handle, chrome-plated/polished, 400 x 590 x 220 mm, body white.
Model-no. 880045 white high gloss.
Model-no. 880046 oak light décor.
Model-no. 880047 wenge décor high gloss.

 Furniture washbasin, 650 x 490 mm, Model-no. 220665.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity unit, 2 doors,  
2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 600 x 590 x 310 mm, body white.
Model-no. 880065 white high gloss.
Model-no. 880066 oak light décor.
Model-no. 880067 wenge décor high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit incl. siphon trim, 1 door, door stopper right/left,
1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 530 x 450 x 310 mm, body white.
Model-no. 800550 white high gloss.
Model-no. 800551 oak light décor.
Model-no. 800552 wenge décor high gloss.
Combinable with washbasins with siphon trim, 550 · 600 · 650 · 700 mm. 

 Furniture washbasin, 600 x 470 mm, Model-no. 220660.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity unit, 2 doors, 
2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 550 x 590 x 310 mm, body white.
Model-no. 880060 white high gloss.
Model-no. 880061 oak light décor.
Model-no. 880062 wenge décor high gloss.

 Washbasin. 
600 x 490 mm, Model-no. 223060.
650 x 510 mm, Model-no. 223065.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 290520 or 
washbasin vanity units incl. siphon trim.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Washbasin, 700 x 530 mm, Model-no. 223070. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 290520 or 
washbasin vanity units incl. siphon trim.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.
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 Hand-rinse basin, 400 x 300 mm,
Model-no. 273040.

 Side cabinet with cover plate of satinised glass, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 1 shelf, 
1 drawer, 2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 300 x 630 x 310 mm, body white.
Model-no. 880010 white high gloss.
Model-no. 880011 oak light décor.
Model-no. 880012 wenge décor high gloss.

 Tall cabinet, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 1 handle, chrome-plated/polished, 
2 attached shelves, 2 shelves, 300 x 1730 x 310 mm, body white.
Model-no. 880000 white high gloss.
Model-no. 880001 oak light décor.
Model-no. 880002 wenge décor high gloss.

 Illuminated mirror element with 2 illuminated strips, 
14 W/230 V, 540 x 750 x 60 mm, 
Model-no. 880054.

 Hand-rinse basin. 
450 x 340 mm, Model-no. 273045.
500 x 380 mm, Model-no. 273050.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 290530 
or hand-rinse basin vanity unit incl. siphon trim.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Shelf.
500 mm, Model-no. 299250.
600 mm, Model-no. 299260.

Kerafi x  White
(body)

 White
high gloss

(front)

 Oak light 
décor 
(front)

 Wenge
décor 

high gloss
(front)

 Furniture

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics
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 Wash-down WC combination, 6 l, fl oor-standing, 
horizontal outlet, 355 x 765 x 640 mm, 
Model-no. 203800.
Alternatively with ceramic cistern with dual fl ush 
3 l/6 l, Model-no. 227750 or plastic cistern 6 l, 
Model-no. 521030. 
WC seat, Model-no. 572165.

 Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, fl oor-standing, free inlet, 
horizontal outlet, 355 x 875 x 705 mm,  
Model-no. 213010. 
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

 Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 203040.
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

 Wash-down WC, rimfree, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 
355 x 540 mm, Model-no. 203050.
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

 Wash-out WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 203140.
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

 Wash-down WC combination, 6 l, fl oor-standing, 
vertical internal outlet, 355 x 765 x 670 mm, 
Model-no. 203811.
Alternatively with ceramic cistern with dual fl ush 
3 l/6 l, Model-no. 227750 or plastic cistern 6 l, 
Model-no. 521030. 
WC seat, Model-no. 572165.

 Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, fl oor-standing, free inlet, 
vertical internal outlet, 355 x 875 x 675 mm, 
Model-no. 213011. 
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

 Wash-out WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, free inlet, 
vertical internal outlet, 355 x 875 x 690 mm, 
Model-no. 201011. 
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat, Model-no. 572165.

 Wash-out WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, free inlet, 
horizontal outlet, 355 x 875 x 705 mm, 
Model-no. 203010.
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Concealed 
fl oor fi xing

 4,5 litre fl ush  Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 Dual fl ush  White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics/Acrylic
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 Rectangular bathtub, depth 450 mm.
1600 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657360.
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 657370.

 Asymmetrical corner bathtub, right, 1500 x 1000 mm, 
depth 440 mm, Model-no. 657350.

 Asymmetrical corner bathtub, left, 1500 x 1000 mm, 
depth 440 mm, Model-no. 657340.

 Square shower tray, depth 60 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652280.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652290.

 Rectangular shower tray, depth 60 mm, 
900 x 750 mm, Model-no. 652250.

 Bidet, wall-hung, 350 x 550 mm, Model-no. 233040.

 Round cornered shower tray, 
depth 60 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652200.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652210.
Combinable with matching panel.

 Bidet, fl oor-standing, 350 x 410 x 510 mm, 
Model-no. 233010.

 Pentagonal shower tray, depth 60 mm, 
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652220.

 Rectangular bathtub, depth 450 mm. 
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657380.
1900 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657390.

 Corner bathtub, side lenght 1350 mm, depth 440 mm, 
Model-no. 657300.

 Set bathtub, 1700 x 750 mm, depth 400 mm, 
Model-no. 657171.

Keramag recommends shower enclosures from Koralle.
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 Washbasin, 550 x 440 mm, Model-no. 222255.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292110 
or washbasin vanity units 485 mm.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Countertop washbasin, 550 x 440 mm, 
Model-no. 225155. 
For wall-mounting.

 Hand-rinse basin, 500 x 380 mm, Model-no. 272150.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292150 
or hand-rinse basin vanity units 410 mm.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Hand-rinse basin, 450 x 320 mm, Model-no. 272145.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292150 
or hand-rinse basin vanity units 390 mm. 
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Hand-rinse basin, taphole right, 400 x 250 mm, 
Model-no. 272140.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Washbasin. 
600 x 480 mm, Model-no. 222260.
650 x 480 mm, Model-no. 222265.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292110 
or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Countertop washbasin. 
600 x 480 mm, Model-no. 225160.
650 x 480 mm, Model-no. 225165.
For wall-mounting.

 Washbasin, shelf space left, 
750 x 480 mm, Model-no. 122175.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292110 
or washbasin vanity units 670 mm.

 Countertop washbasin, 850 x 480 mm, 
Model-no. 125185. For wall-mounting.

Kerafi x  White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics
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 Washbasin, shelf space right, 750 x 480 mm, 
Model-no. 122180.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292110 
or washbasin vanity units 670 mm.

 Countertop washbasin, 1000 x 480 mm,
Model-no. 125100. For wall-mounting.

 Undercounter washbasin, without tap hole bench, 
with overfl ow, 460 x 350 mm, Model-no. 242140.

 Undercounter washbasin, without tap hole bench, 
with overfl ow, 500 x 380 mm, Model-no. 242150.

 Furniture washbasin, 850 x 480 mm, 
Model-no. 122185.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292110 
or washbasin vanity units 780 mm.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Countertop hand-rinse basin, 500 x 380 mm, 
Model-no. 275150.
For wall-mounting.

 Furniture double washbasin, 1300 x 480 mm, 
Model-no. 122130. Combinable with half-pedestal, 
Model-no. 292110 or washbasin vanity units 1200 mm.

 Furniture washbasin, 1000 x 480mm, 
Model-no. 122100.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292110 
or washbasin vanity units 930 mm.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.
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 Hand-rinse basin vanity unit for hand-rinse basin 
450 mm, 1 door, stopper right/left, 1 handle chrome-
plated/polished, 390 x 463 x 295 mm, body white. 
Model-no. 879340 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879343 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879344 rubin high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasins 600 · 650 mm, 
1 door, stopper right/left, 1 handle chrome-plated/
polished, 1 shelf, 530 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879050 white high gloss. 
Model-no. 879053 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879054 rubin high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture washbasin 850 mm, 
2 doors, 2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 
780 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879080 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879083 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879084 rubin high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture washbasin 1000 mm, 
1 drawer, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 
1 insert drawer, 930 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879110 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879113 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879114 rubin high gloss.

 Hand-rinse basin vanity unit for hand-rinse basin 
500 mm, 1 door, stopper right/left, 1 handle chrome-
plated/polished, 410 x 463 x 350 mm, body white. 
Model-no. 879350 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879353 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879354 rubin high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasins 600 · 650 mm, 
2 doors, 2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 
530 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879060 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879063 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879064 rubin high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture washbasin 850 mm, 
1 drawer, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 
1 insert drawer, 780 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879090 white high gloss. 
Model-no. 879093 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879094 rubin high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture double washbasin 
1300 mm, 2 doors, 2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 
2 shelves, open case with separated shelf,
1200 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879230 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879233 wenge décor high gloss. 
Model-no. 879234 rubin high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin 550 mm, 1 door, 
stopper right/left, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 
485 x 463 x 410 mm, body white. 
Model-no. 879150 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879153 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879154 rubin high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasins 600 · 650 mm, 
1 drawer, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 1 insert 
drawer, 530 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879070 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879073 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879074 rubin high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture washbasin 1000 mm, 
2 doors, 2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 
930 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879100 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879103 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879104 rubin high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture double washbasin 
1300 mm, 2 drawers, 2 handles chrome-plated/
polished, 2 insert drawers, open case with separated 
shelf, 1200 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879240 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879243 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879244 rubin high gloss.
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 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin 550 mm, 1 drawer, 
1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 1 insert drawer, 
485 x 463 x 410 mm, body white. 
Model-no. 879170 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879173 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879174 rubin high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin shelf space 
left or right, 750 mm, 2 doors, 2 handles chrome-plated/
polished, 1 shelf, 670 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879140 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879143 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879144 rubin high gloss.

 Side cabinet, 1 door, stopper left, 2 handles 
chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 1 drawer, 
390 x 1130 x 360 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879010 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879013 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879014 rubin high gloss.
Optional with cover plate in satined glass, 
Model-no. 573200.

 Cabinet with mirror, 1 door, incl. 2 lamps (14 W), 
socket, nightlight, switch, 230 V, 600 x 750 x 185 mm, 
Model-no. 879160.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin shelf space left, 
750 mm, 1 drawer, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 
1 insert drawer, 670 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879120 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879123 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879124 rubin high gloss.

 Side cabinet, 1 door, stopper right, 2 handles 
chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 1 drawer, 
390 x 1130 x 360 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879020 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879023 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879024 rubin high gloss.
Optional with cover plate in satined glass, 
Model-no. 573200.

 Cabinet with mirror, 3 doors, incl. 2 lamps (14 W), 
socket, nightlight, switch, 230 V, 850 x 750 x 185 mm, 
Model-no. 879185.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin shelf space right, 
750 mm, 1 drawer, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 
1 insert drawer, 670 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879130 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879133 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879134 rubin high gloss.

 Tall cabinet, 1 door, stopper right/left, 1 handle 
chrome-plated/polished, 2 shelf, 2 insert drawers, 
390 x 1730 x 360 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879000 white high gloss. 
Model-no. 879003 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879004 rubin high gloss.

 Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer

 White
(body)

 White
high gloss

(front)

 Wenge 
décor

high gloss
(front)

 Rubin 
high gloss

(front)

 Furniture
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Renova Nr.1 Plan

 Renova Nr.1 wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, fl oor-standing, 
free inlet, horizontal outlet, 355 x 875 x 705 mm,  
Model-no. 213010. 
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan:
Model-no. 573075. 
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing mechanism.

 Renova Nr.1 wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, 
wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 203040.
WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan:
Model-no. 573075. 
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing 
mechanism.

 Renova Nr.1 wash-out WC, 6 l, 
wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 203140.
WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan:
Model-no. 573075. 
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing 
mechanism.

 Renova Nr.1 bidet, wall-hung, 
350 x 550 mm, Model-no. 233040.

 Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 
360 x 540 mm, Model-no. 202150.
WC seat, Model-no. 572110.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 572120.
Also available as wash-out WC, 6 l, 
Model-no. 202160.

 Renova Nr.1 bidet, fl oor-standing, 
350 x 410 x 510 mm, 
Model-no. 233010.

 Bidet, wall-hung, 360 x 540 mm, Model-no. 232150.

 Renova Nr.1 wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, fl oor-standing, 
free inlet, vertical internal outlet, 355 x 875 x 675 mm, 
Model-no. 213011. 
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan:
Model-no. 573075. 
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing mechanism.

 Urinal with urinal lid, water-fl ushed, water supply 
from rear, outlet to rear, 325 x 300 mm, 
Model-no. 235120.

 Renova Nr.1 wash-out WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, 
free inlet, horizontal outlet, 355 x 875 x 705 mm, 
Model-no. 203010.
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan:
Model-no. 573075. 
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing mechanism.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Concealed 
fl oor fi xing

 4,5 litre fl ush  Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics
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Washbasin, shelf space right, 650 x 370 mm, model-no. 226165.
Combinable with half-pedestal, model-no. 296250 or washbasin vanity units incl. 
towel rail right, 590 mm.

Washbasin, shelf space left, 650 x 370 mm, model-no. 226265. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, model-no. 296250 or washbasin vanity units incl. 
towel rail left, 590 mm.

Washbasin, 600 x 370 mm, model-no. 226160. Combinable with half-pedestal, 
model-no. 296250 or washbasin vanity units 549 mm.

Washbasin, 550 x 370 mm, model-no. 226155. Combinable with half-pedestal, 
model-no. 296250 or washbasin vanity units 500 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, tap hole right, 500 x 250 mm, 
model-no. 276150. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units incl. 
towel rail left, 448 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, shelf space right, tap hole right, 
500 x 250 mm, model-no. 276250. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units incl.
towel rail left, 448 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, shelf space left, tap hole left, 
500 x 250 mm, model-no. 276350. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units incl.
towel rail right, 448 mm.

White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

Kerafi x

Renova Nr.1 Comprimo NEW
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Washbasin vanity unit incl. towel rail left, 1 door, 1 handle, 590 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862265 white high gloss/mat.
Model-no. 862266 light grey high gloss/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 650 mm with shelf space left, model-no. 226265.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Hand-rinse basin vanity unit incl. towel rail left, 1 door, 1 handle, 
448 x 604 x 222 mm.
Model-no. 862250 white high gloss/mat.
Model-no. 862251 light grey high gloss/mat.
Combinable with hand-rinse basins 500 mm with tap hole right, 
model-no. 276150 and 276250. 
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Washbasin vanity unit incl. towel rail right, 1 door, 1 handle, 590 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862065 white high gloss/mat.
Model-no. 862066 light grey high gloss/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 650 mm with shelf space right, model-no. 226165.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Hand-rinse basin vanity unit incl. towel rail right, 1 door, 1 handle,
448 x 604 x 222 mm.
Model-no. 862050 white high gloss/mat.
Model-no. 862051 light grey high gloss/mat.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin 500 mm with tap hole left, 
model-no. 276350.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Hand-rinse basin, 450 x 340 mm, model-no. 276145. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, model-no. 296250 
or hand-rinse basin vanity units 399 mm.

   Hand-rinse basin, tap hole right, 400 x 250 mm, 
model-no. 276140. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units 348 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, tap hole left, 400 x 250 mm, 
model-no. 276240.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units 348 mm.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 4,5 litre fl ush  Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

Kerafi x

Renova Nr.1 Comprimo NEW
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Washbasin vanity unit, 1 door, 1 handle, 549 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862060 white high gloss/mat.
Model-no. 862061 light grey high gloss/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 600 mm, model-no. 226160.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 1 door, 1 handle, 399 x 604 x 310 mm.
Model-no. 862045 white high gloss/mat.
Model-no. 862046 light grey high gloss/mat.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin 450 mm, model-no. 276145.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Washbasin vanity unit, 1 door, 1 handle, 500 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862055 white high gloss/mat.
Model-no. 862056 light grey high gloss/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 550 mm, model-no. 226155.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 1 door, 1 handle, 348 x 604 x 222 mm.
Model-no. 862040 white high gloss/mat.
Model-no. 862041 light grey high gloss/mat.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin 400 mm, model-no. 276140 and 276240.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 350 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 206145.
WC seat, model-no. 572180.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
model-no. 572120.

   Corner hand-rinse basin, side length 500 mm, 
model-no. 226150. 
Combinable with corner hand-rinse basin vanity units 
with side length 482 mm.

   Corner hand-rinse basin, side length 320 mm, 
model-no. 276132. 
Combinable with corner hand-rinse basin vanity units 
with side length 300 mm.

 Furniture

Light grey
high gloss

(front)

Light grey
mat

(body)

White
high gloss

(front)

White
mat

(body)
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Illuminated mirror element, 400 x 800 mm,
model-no. 862340.

Illuminated mirror element, 500 x 650 mm,
model-no. 862350.

      Illuminated mirror element, 600 x 650 mm,
model-no. 862360.

   Corner hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 425 x 604 mm, side length 305 mm.
Model-no. 862132 white high gloss/mat.
Model-no. 862133 light grey high gloss/mat.
Combinable with corner hand-rinse basin 320 mm, model-no. 276132.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

   Corner hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 690 x 604 mm, side length 482 mm.
Model-no. 862150 white high gloss/mat.
Model-no. 862151 light grey high gloss/mat.
Combinable with corner hand-rinse basin 500 mm, model-no. 226150.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

 Furniture

Light grey
high gloss

(front)

Light grey
mat

(body)

White
high gloss

(front)

White
mat

(body)

Renova Nr.1 Comprimo NEW

 Renova Nr.1 Comprimo  wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, 
wall-hung, 355 x 480 mm, Model-no. 203245.
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015.
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.
WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan: 
Model-no. 573075.
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing mechanism.

 Renova Nr.1 Comprimo  space saving bathtub, 
right, 1600 x 750/500 mm, depth 420 mm, 
Model-no. 657260.

 Renova Nr.1 Comprimo  space saving bathtub, 
left, 1600 x 750/500 mm, depth 420 mm, 
Model-no. 657261.

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics/Acrylic

 4,5 litre fl ush  Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat
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222/223Visit

 Wall fountain for forced waste, 365 x 415 mm, 
Model-no. 276440.

 Wall fountain without tap hole, for forced waste, 
365 x 415 mm, Model-no. 276442 .

 Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung,
355 x 500 mm, Model-no. 206320.
WC seat, Model-no. 576300.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism,
Model-no. 576310.

 Hand-rinse basin for forced waste, 365 x 415 mm, 
Model-no. 276340. 
Combinable with granite slab.

 Hand-rinse basin without tap hole, for forced waste, 
365 x 415 mm, Model-no. 276342.
Combinable with granite slab.

 Ceramic shelf, 320 x 140 mm, Model-no. 298200.

 Granite slab, right/left, incl. installation brackets, 
650 x 280 mm, Model-no. 800300 impala antique.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Impala antique

 Ceramics  Granite slab

 Keramag recommends: Vanity 
units and accessories of the 
range Visit by Keuco as well as 
guest-toilet-fi ttings from Keuco 
and Dornbracht.
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iCon xs

Washbasin, shelf space right, 530 x 310 mm, 
Model-no. 124053. 
Combinable with vanity units 520 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, without overfl ow, with tap hole right, 
380 x 280 mm, Model-no. 124736. 
Combinable with vanity units for hand-rinse basins 
370 mm.

Washbasin, shelf space left, 530 x 310 mm, 
Model-no. 124153. 
Combinable with vanity units 520 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, without overfl ow, with tap hole left, 
380 x 280 mm, Model-no. 124836. 
Combinable with vanity units for hand-rinse basins 
370 mm.

Illuminated mirror element, LED 12 V/12 W/3000 K, 
warm white, 234 lm, 230 V, ~ 50 Hz, IP 44, 
protection class 2, 370 x 1100 x 45 mm, 
Model-no.840537. 
Strip light adjustable for left or right before mounting.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Covered 
wall fi xing

PlugFix

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

Corner hand-rinse basin, without overfl ow, 
length of side 330 mm, Model-no. 124729.

Wash-down WC, short, 6 l, wall-hung, 355 x 490 mm, 
Model-no. 204030.
WC seat, Model-no. 574120.
WC seat with soft-closing mechanisme, 
Model-no. 574130.

Shelf, 370 mm.
Model-no. 840337 alpine high gloss.
Model-no. 840338 burgundy high gloss.
Model-no. 840339 platinum high gloss.

 Alpine
high gloss

 Burgundy
high gloss

 Platinum
high gloss

Furniture
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Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, handle chrome-plated, 520 x 420 x 308 mm.
Model-no. 840052 alpine high gloss.
Model-no. 840053 burgundy high gloss.
Model-no. 840054 platinum high gloss.
Combinable with washbasins 530 mm and side unit.

Hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 1 door, door hinge right, handle chrome-plated,
370 x 420 x 280 mm.
Model-no. 840037 alpine high gloss.
Model-no. 840038 burgundy high gloss.
Model-no. 840039 platinum high gloss.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin 380 mm and side unit.

Shelf with mirror, 280 x 1200 x 140 mm.
Model-no. 840028 alpine high gloss.
Model-no. 840029 burgundy high gloss.
Model-no. 840030 platinum high gloss.
Combinable with side units or free placeable in the room.

Side unit, with plexiglass box in black, 370 x 400 x 273 mm.
Model-no. 840237 alpine high gloss.
Model-no. 840238 burgundy high gloss.
Model-no. 840239 platinum high gloss.
Only in combination with washbasin vanity units 520 mm.

Side unit, with plexiglass box in black, 370 x 400 x 245 mm.
Model-no. 840137 alpine high gloss.
Model-no. 840138 burgundy high gloss.
Model-no. 840139 platinum high gloss.
Only in combination with hand-rinse basins vanity units 370 mm.
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Fidelio/Joly

Fidelio

Joly

 Corner hand-rinse basin, 
side length 270 mm, Model-no. 274025.

 Hand-rinse basin, 370 x 250 mm.
Model-no. 274036 tap hole right.
Model-no. 274037 without tap hole.

 Washbasin, shelf space right, without overfl ow,
600 x 340 mm, Model-no. 123160. 
Combinable with: 
Siphon trim, stainless steel polished,
110 x 240 mm, Model-no. 508015.
Glass shelf, shelf space right, 
500 x 285 mm, Model-no. 571020. 

 Washbasin, shelf space left, without overfl ow,
600 x 340 mm, Model-no. 123060. 
Combinable with: 
Siphon trim, stainless steel polished,
110 x 240 mm, Model-no. 508015.
Glass shelf, shelf space left, 
500 x 285 mm, Model-no. 571030. 

 Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 
355 x 480 mm, Model-no. 203060.
WC seat, Model-no. 571010.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism,
Model-no. 571005.

 Semi insert urinal, 330 x 155 mm, Model-no. 233060.
Urinal lid, Model-no. 572000.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

Ceramics

 Keramag recommends: WCs of 
the range Renova Nr.1 Comprimo 
and accessories from the Plan 
range by Keuco. 

 Keramag recommends: Accessories of the 
range Joly by Keuco as well as guest-toilet-
fi ttings from Keuco and Dornbracht.

 Kerafi x 
for urinals
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226/227

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

 Preciosa   insert washbasin, Ø 500 mm, 
Model-no. 248100. 

 Preciosa  insert washbasin, without tap hole, 
with overfl ow, Ø 460 mm, Model-no. 248120.

 Preciosa insert washbasin, Ø 420 mm, 
Model-no. 248110.

 Scarlet  insert washbasin, 540 x 480 mm, 
Model-no. 245000.

 Fontange 1  undercounter washbasin, 500 x 355 mm, 
Model-no. 243000.

 Renova Nr. 1 Plan  undercounter washbasin, 
without tap hole bench, with overfl ow, 460 x 350 mm, 
Model-no. 242140.

 Preciosa  undercounter washbasin without tap hole, 
with overfl ow, Ø 380 mm, Modell-Nr. 248220.

 Renova Nr. 1 Plan  undercounter washbasin, 
without tap hole bench, with overfl ow, 500 x 380 mm, 
Model-no. 242150.

 Insert/ undercounter washbasins
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 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

 White (Alpin)
No. 016

Varicor®

 Countertop washbasins

 Preciosa  countertop washbasin without tap hole, 
with overfl ow, Ø 460 mm, Model-no. 248000.

Xeno   washbasin without overfl ow. 
900 x 420 mm, Model-no. 126290.
1200 x 475 mm, Model-no. 126220.
Also usable as well as countertop washbasin
(for wall-mounting).

 Xeno  washbasin with 2 tap holes, 1200 x 475 mm, 
Model-no. 126225.
Also usable as well as countertop washbasin
(for wall-mounting).

 Xeno  washbasin without tap hole, without overfl ow. 
900 x 420 mm, Model-no. 126291.
1200 x 475 mm, Model-no. 126221.
Also usable as well as countertop washbasin
(for wall-mounting).

Xeno  countertop washbasin without overfl ow, 
600 x 475 mm, Model-no. 126560. 
For wall-mounting.

  Renova Nr. 1 Plan  countertop washbasin, 
1000 x 480 mm, Model-no. 125100. 
For wall-mounting.

  Renova Nr. 1 Plan  countertop washbasin.
550 x 440 mm, Model-no. 225155.
600 x 480 mm, Model-no. 225160.
650 x 480 mm, Model-no. 225165.
For wall-mounting.

 Renova Nr. 1 Plan  countertop hand-rinse basin, 
500 x 380 mm, Model-no. 275150.
For wall-mounting.

 Renova Nr. 1 Plan  countertop washbasin, 
850 x 480 mm, Model-no. 125185. 
For wall-mounting.
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 Washtop R classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with small cover plate, without overfl ow, Ø 474 mm, 
Model-no. 406474.

 Washtop E classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with small cover plate, without overfl ow, 574 x 394 mm, 
Model-no. 406574.

 Futura  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, with tap hole, 
with overfl ow, 600 x 540 mm, Model-no. 404160.

 Washtop R classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with standard outlet, without overfl ow, Ø 474 mm, 
Model-no. 405474.

 Washtop E classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with standard outlet, without overfl ow, 574 x 394 mm, 
Model-no. 405574.

 Rondo  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, without tap 
hole, without overfl ow, Ø 480 mm, Model-no. 404048.

 Washtop R classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with standard outlet, without overfl ow, Ø 474 mm, 
Model-no. 405474.
Combined with Washtop Design cover plate, big,
Ø 353 mm, Model-no. 405348.

 Washtop E classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with standard outlet, without overfl ow, 574 x 394 mm, 
Model-no. 405574.
Combined with Washtop Design cover plate, big,
446 x 266 mm, Model-no. 405446.
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Xeno, page 192

it!, page 194

iCon, page 200

4U, page 208

Renova Nr.1 Plan, page 214

iCon xs, page 224 Dejuna, page 232

Furniture combinations
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Renova Nr.1, page 210

Renova Nr.1 Comprimo NEW, page 219

 Felino furniture washbasin,1000 x 500 mm, 
Model-no. 124100.

 Felino  furniture washbasin, 800 x 500 mm, 
Model-no. 124180. 

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics
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Dejuna

Washbasin, with overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, DIN 18024 part 2, 
DIN 18025 part 1+2, two levels for water inside, 550 x 525 mm, Model-no. 128555.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510.

Washbasin, with overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, DIN 18040, two levels for 
water inside, 600 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128660.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Washbasin, without tap hole, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, 
DIN 18024 part 2, DIN 18025 part 1+2, two levels for water inside, 550 x 525 mm, 
Model-no. 128556.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510.

Washbasin, without tap hole, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, 
DIN 18040, two levels for water inside, 600 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128661.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Washbasin, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, DIN 18024 part 2, 
DIN 18025 part 1+2, two levels for water inside, 550 x 525 mm, Model-no. 128557.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510.

Washbasin, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, DIN 18040, two levels for 
water inside, 600 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128662.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Kerafi x  White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics
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Washbasin, with overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, DIN 18040, two levels for 
water inside, 650 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128665.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Washbasin, without tap hole, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, 
DIN 18040, two levels for water inside, 650 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128666.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Washbasin, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, DIN 18040, two levels for 
water inside, 650 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128667.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Washbasin, with overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, DIN 18040, two levels for 
water inside, 750 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128575. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 650 mm.
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Dejuna

Iluminated mirror element, power-LED 14 W, 
220-240 V, 50-60 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 
550 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 808655.

Iluminated mirror element, power-LED 14 W, 
220-240 V, 50-60 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 
650 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 808665.

Iluminated mirror element, power-LED 14 W, 
220-240 V, 50-60 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 
750 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 808675.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 doors with soft-closing mechanism and 2 handles, 
aluminium anodized, body/front white mat, 530 x 620 x 525 mm.
Model-no. 808530 decorative trim graphite mat.
Model-no. 808531 decorative trim caramel mat.
Combinable with washbasins 600 ∙ 650 mm.
Optional: towel rail/handle for right or left side of the cabinet,
Model-no. 538500 aluminium anodized.

Stool, mobile, with storage space and hinged seat as well as castors, that stop 
under load, adjustable in two heights, body/front white mat, cushion white,
450 x 435/495 x 380 mm, Model-no. 808500.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 doors with soft-closing mechanism and 2 handles, 
aluminium anodized, body/front white mat, 650 x 620 x 525 mm.
Model-no. 808565 decorative trim graphite mat.
Model-no. 808566 decorative trim caramel mat.
Combinable with washbasin 750 mm.
Optional: towel rail/handle for right or left side of the cabinet,
Model-no. 538500 aluminium anodized.
Bottom/shelf set (2 pcs.) with cutout for a good accessibility by wheelchair,
620 mm, white, Model-no. 808620.

Side cabinet, stackable, door with soft-closing mechanism and 1 handle, 
door stopper right/left, body/front white, 270 x 550 x 300 mm, Model-no. 808527.
Stackable:
twice for midi cabinet (2 cabinets/2 cover plates)
triple for tall cabinet (3 cabinets/3 cover plates)
Combinable with cover plate, 270 x 50 x 300 mm.
Model-no. 808627 graphite mat.
Model-no. 808628 caramel mat.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 Comfortable 
width

 Comfortable 
seat height 
≥ 30 mm

 Concealed 
fl oor fi xing
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Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, DIN 18040, comfortable projection 700 mm,
comfortable width 395 mm, with bevelled edge to avoid slipping of the WC seat,
Model-no. 208500.
WC seat, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side, incl. extra buffer 
with handle for the seat cover.
Model-no. 572800 with continuous stainless steel hinge. 
WC seat ring, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side,
Model-no. 572810 with continuous stainless steel hinge.

Wash-out WC, 6 l, wall-hung, DIN 18040, comfortable projection 700 mm,
comfortable width 395 mm, with bevelled edge to avoid slipping of the WC seat,
Model-no. 208550.
WC seat, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side, incl. extra buffer 
with handle for the seat cover.
Model-no. 572800 with continuous stainless steel hinge. 
WC seat ring, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side,
Model-no. 572810 with continuous stainless steel hinge.

Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 550 mm Ausladung, Model-no. 208530.
WC seat, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side, incl. extra buffer 
with handle for the seat cover.
Model-no. 572800 with continuous stainless steel hinge.
Model-no. 572820 with stainless steel hinge with soft-closing mechanism.
WC seat ring, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side,
Model-no. 572810 with continuous stainless steel hinge.

Wash-down WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, horizontal outlet, DIN 18040, comfortable seat 
height ceramic 460 mm, comfortable width 395 mm, with bevelled edge to avoid 
slipping of the WC seat, Model-no. 218500.
WC seat, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side, incl. extra buffer 
with handle for the seat cover.
Model-no. 572800 with continuous stainless steel hinge. 
WC seat ring, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side,
Model-no. 572810 with continuous stainless steel hinge.

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

White mat
(body/front)

Graphite mat
(decorative 

trim/
cover plate)

Caramel mat
(decorative 

trim/
cover plate)

Furniture
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Agilo/Privo

Agilo wash basin made from Varicor®, 
without overfl ow, wheelchair-accessible, 
DIN 18040, 700 x 550 mm, 
model no. 402070 without cut-outs.

Agilo wash basin made from Varicor®, 
without overfl ow, wheelchair-accessible, 
DIN 18040, 700 x 550 mm, 
model no. 402170 with cut-outs.

Privo wash basin made from Varicor®, 
without overfl ow, wheelchair-accessible, 
DIN 18040, 600 x 550 mm,
model no. 402160 with cut-outs. 

Privo wash basin made from Varicor®, 
without overfl ow, wheelchair-accessible, 
DIN 18040, 600 x 550 mm, 
model no. 402060 without cut-outs. 

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Varicor®
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236/237Kind/Baby

 Kind  washbasin with tap hole, without overfl ow, 
600 x 400 mm, Model-no. 326060.
(Not available with KeraTect®.)
Combinable with Kind half-pedestal, Model-no. 296500 
and 4Bambini infra-red tap or single hand mixer.

 Baby  wash-down WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, horizontal 
outlet, 280 x 260 x 375 mm, Model-no. 211650.
Baby WC seat ring, 
Model-no. 573338 red.
Model-no. 573348 grey.

Kind WC seat with animal design, with cover. 
Integrated grap and underpin function, 
as per DIN 19516. 
Stainless steel hinges:
Model-no. 573360 white.
Model-no. 573361 green (follows from RAL 6018).
Model-no. 573362 yellow (follows from RAL 1023).
Model-no. 573363 red (follows from RAL 3002).
Metal hinges, with soft-closing mechanism:
Model-no. 573365 white.
Model-no. 573366 green (follows from RAL 6018).
Model-no. 573367 yellow (follows from RAL 1023).
Model-no. 573368 red (follows from RAL 3002).
Matches Kind WCs.

Kind WC seat ring with animal design, integrated 
grap and underpin function, stainless steel hinges.
Model-no. 573370 white.
Model-no. 573371 green (follows from RAL 6018).
Model-no. 573372 yellow (follows from RAL 1023).
Model-no. 573373 red (follows from RAL 3002).
Matches Kind WCs.

 Kind  wash-down WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, horizontal 
outlet, 330 x 300 x 500 mm, with 2-piece seat pads, 
Model-no. 212010 red.
Model-no. 212015 grey.

 Kind  wash-out WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, horizontal outlet, 
330 x 350 x 430 mm,Model-no. 211500.
Combinable with Kind WC seat, 
Model-no. 573337 red.
Model-no. 573334 white.
Also combinable with Kind WC seats with animal design 
and Kind WC seat ring with animal design.

 Kind  wash-down WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, horizontal 
outlet, 330 x 300 x 500 mm, Model-no. 212000.
Combinable with Kind WC seat, 
Model-no. 573337 red.
Model-no. 573334 white.
Also combinable with Kind WC seats with animal design 
and Kind WC seat ring with animal design.

 Kind  wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 330 x 535 mm, 
with 2-piece seat pads, 
Model-no. 201710 red.
Model-no. 201715 grey.

 Kind  wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 330 x 535 mm, 
Model-no. 201700.
Combinable with Kind WC seat, 
Model-no. 573337 red.
Model-no. 573334 white.
Also combinable with Kind WC seats with animal design 
and Kind WC seat ring with animal design.

 WC Kind, wall-hung  White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics
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4Bambini

 Wash and play area, left version, with 4 washplaces, made of Varicor®, with removable panel 
for retaining water in upper basin, 1800 x 415 mm, Model-no. 430000016 white (Alpin).
Can be combined with decorative front and side panels made of Varicor® in blue, red or yellow, 
with infra-red tap or single hand mixer.

 Wash and play area, right version, with 4 washplaces, made of Varicor®, with removable panel 
for retaining water in upper basin, 1800 x 415 mm, Model-no. 430050016 white (Alpin).
Can be combined with decorative front and side panels made of Varicor® in blue, red or yellow, 
with infra-red tap or single hand mixer.

 Single hand mixer, 3 colours, 54 x 145 x 113 mm, 
Model-no. 571400.

 Infra-red tap, 3 colours, 50/80 x 126 x 121 mm. 
Model-no. 577450 battery-powered version, 6 V.
Model-no. 577460 mains-powered 230 V.

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Blue
No. 226

 Red
No. 227

Green
No. 229

 Yellow
No. 304

Varicor®
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238/2392Bambini/3Bambini

2Bambini play and water landscape with 2 washplaces, made from Varicor®, 
900 x 415 mm, model no. 430200016, white (Alpin). 
Can be combined with front and side decorative panels made from Varicor® in blue, red, yellow and green, 
as well as with 4Bambini infra-red tap or one-handed mixer tap.

3Bambini play and water landscape, left version, with 3 washplaces, made from Varicor®, 
1350 x 415 mm, model no. 430300016 white (Alpin). 
Can be combined with front and side decorative panels made from Varicor® in blue, red, yellow and green, 
as well as with 4Bambini infra-red tap or one-handed mixer tap.

3Bambini play and water landscape, right version, with 3 washplaces, made from Varicor®, 
1350 x 415 mm, model no. 430350016 white (Alpin). 
Can be combined with front and side decorative panels made from Varicor® in blue, red, yellow and green, 
as well as with 4Bambini infra-red tap or one-handed mixer tap.

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Blue
No. 226

 Red
No. 227

Green
No. 229

 Yellow
No. 304

Varicor®
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 Rectangular bathtub Preciosa. 
1800 x 900 mm, depth 470 mm, Model-no. 600385.
1905 x 905 mm, depth 430 mm, Model-no. 600395.

 Rectangular bathtub iCon, depth 450 mm.
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 650470.
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 650480.
1900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 650490.
Combinable with neck support, 
Model-no. 590440 white.

 Rectangular bathtub Renova Nr.1, depth 450 mm. 
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657380.
1900 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657390.

 Rectangular bathtub iCon, with drain at foot area, 
1700 x 750 mm, depth 450 mm, Model-no. 650475.
Combinable with neck support, 
Model-no. 590440 white.

 Rectangular bathtub Renova Nr.1, depth 450 mm.
1600 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657360.
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 657370.

 Rectangular bathtub Xeno, depth 470 mm, 
with drilling for overfl ow, direction of view: 
from head area to foot area. 
1700 x 750 mm:  Model-no. 600170 right.

Model-no. 600175 left.
1800 x 800 mm:  Model-no. 600180 right.

Model-no. 600185 left.
1900 x 900 mm:  Model-no. 600190 right.

Model-no. 600195 left.

 Set bathtub Renova Nr.1, 1700 x 750 mm, 
depth 400 mm, Model-no. 657171.

 Bathtubs

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Acrylic

 Keramag recommends bathtub enclosures from Koralle.

 Rectangular bathtubs
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 Asymmetrical corner bathtub Renova Nr.1, left, 
1500 x 1000 mm, depth 440 mm, Model-no. 657340.

 Oval bathtub iCon, 1800 x 850 mm, depth 450 mm, 
Model-no. 650400.

 Asymmetrical corner bathtub Renova Nr.1, right, 
1500 x 1000 mm, depth 440 mm, Model-no. 657350.

 Space saving bathtub Renova Nr.1 Comprimo, 
left, 1600 x 750/500 mm, depth 420 mm, 
Model-no. 657261.

 Space saving bathtub Renova Nr.1 Comprimo, 
right, 1600 x 750/500 mm, depth 420 mm, 
Model-no. 657260.

 Corner bathtub Renova Nr.1, side lenght 1350 mm, 
depth 440 mm, Model-no. 657300.

 Asymmetrical corner bathtubs

 Oval bathtub  Corner bathtub
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 Square shower tray Preciosa, depth 35 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652490.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 652400.

 Round corner shower tray Preciosa, depth 35 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652455.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 652450.

 Square shower tray Renova Nr.1, depth 60 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652280.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652290.

 Round corner shower tray Renova Nr.1, 
depth 60 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652200.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652210.
Combinable with matching panel.

 Rectangular shower tray Preciosa, depth 35 mm.
900 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652495.
1000 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652410.
1000 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652405.
1200 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652420.
1400 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652440.

 Pentagonal shower tray Preciosa, depth 35 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652465.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 652460.

 Rectangular shower tray Renova Nr.1, depth 60 mm, 
900 x 750 mm, Model-no. 652250.

 Pentagonal shower tray Renova Nr.1, depth 60 mm, 
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652220.

 Square shower tray iCon, depth 50 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662480.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662490.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662400.

 Round corner shower tray iCon, depth 50 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662440.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662450.

 Rectangular shower tray iCon, depth 50 mm.
1000 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662410.
1200 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662420.

Shower trays

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Acrylic

 Keramag recommends shower 
enclosures from Koralle.

 Square shower trays

 Round corner shower trays

 Rectangular shower trays

 Pentagonal shower trays
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Varicor®

Plain colours

it!iCon/iCon xs

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics/Acrylic
 Gloss colour 

4U
 White
(body)

White 
high gloss 
(body/front)

White mat 
(front)

Oak light
décor
(front)

White mat,
motif white 
polished
(front)

Dejuna
White matt
(body/front)

Graphite matt
(trim/cover 
plate)

Caramel matt 
(trim/cover 
plate)

Alpine 
high gloss

Burgundy
high gloss

Platinum
high gloss 

White
high gloss

Quartz grey 
high gloss

 White
(body)

White
high gloss
(front)

Oak light
décor
(front)

Wenge décor
high gloss
(front)

White
(body)

White
high gloss
(front)

Wenge décor
high gloss
(front) 

Rubin 
high gloss
(front)

White
high gloss
(front)

Light grey
high gloss
(front)

White
mat
(body)

Light grey
mat
(body)

Xeno
White
high gloss

Anthracite
high gloss

 Bathroom furniture

 White (Alpin) 
No. 016

Blue 
No. 226

Red
No. 227

Green
No. 229 

Yellow 
No. 304

 All ceramic models also available with KeraTect® glaze 
fi nish with colour code 600 for KeraTect®/white (Alpin), 
except for products with model-no. 3xxxxx.

Renova Nr.1 Renova Nr.1 Plan

Renova Nr.1 Comprimo NEW

842/843
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Keramag Head Office:
KERAMAG AG
Kreuzerkamp 11
40878 Ratingen
Germany
Tel.  +49 2102 916 0
Fax. +49 2102 916 245
info@keramag.de
www.keramag.com

Keramag China Office:
Sanitec Asia
2308 International Capital Plaza
1318 Si Chuan Rd. (N)
Shanghai 200080
P.R. China
Tel.  +86 21 3639 7070
Fax. +86 21 3635 8698
info@sanitec.cn
www.keramag.com

Keramag Middle East, 
Cyprus & India Office:
Taps & More
P.O. Box 75833
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel.  +9714 3250010
Fax. +9714 3250490
tapman@emirates.net.ae
www.keramag.com


